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AbstratPartile deposition in the lungs have so far been modeled mainly with theassumption of laminar �ow. In the present study, several RANS turbulenemodels are used to simulate the air�ow and partile deposition in the humanrespiratory system. The results are ompared to LES referene data, and it isdemonstrated that relatively simple two-equation eddy visosity models seemadequate to reprodue the primary features of the �ow �eld. The presentstudy seems to suggest that the RANS approah gives realisti results forpartiles with diameters dp ≥ 10 µm.
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NomenlatureThe following physial quantities are used throughout this paper. Note thatpurely mathematial notation, suh as unknown oe�ients, example fun-tions, indies or spei� turbulene model parameters, are not inluded inthe following. Quantities with index i refers to vetor quantities, whereasindex n refers to some other ounting proedure. Dimensions are as listedbelow, exept when stated otherwise in the text.Roman Symbols
A area vetor (m2)
An the area of a ell fae (m2)
C mean part of salar �eld
c �utuating part of salar �eld
c̃ total instantaneous salar �eld
Dij olletion of transport terms for uiuj (m2/s3)
dp partile diameter (m)
dk gradient di�usion model for k (m2/s3)
dp pressure di�usion of k (m2/s3)
dt turbulent transport of k (m2/s3)
dε gradient di�usion model for ε (m2/s4)
dν̂T gradient di�usion model for ν̂T (m2/s2)
FD spei� Stokes drag fore on a partile (1/s)
Fxp virtual mass and pressure gradient fores on a partile (m/s2)
Gn airway generation number
gi gravitational aeleration (m/s2)
gxp gravitational aeleration omponent in the xp diretion (m/s2)
Jn the mass �ux through a ell fae (kg/s)
K mean kineti energy (m2/s2)
k turbulent kineti energy (m2/s2)
L length sale (m)
ℓµ, ℓε length sales in the two-layer zonal model (m)
P mean part of pressure �eld (kg/ms2)
p �utuating part of pressure �eld (kg/ms2)
Pk prodution of k (m2/s3)
Pij prodution of uiuj (m2/s3)
Pν̂T

prodution of ν̂T (m2/s4)
p̃ total instantaneous pressure �eld (kg/ms2)
Re the Reynolds number (1)
Rew the wall distane based Reynolds number (1)
Sij mean rate of strain (m2/s2)
T time sale (s)
t time (s)



U veloity sale (m/s)
Ui mean part of veloity �eld (m/s)
Uinlet mean inlet veloity (m/s)
Umax maximum mean inlet veloity (m/s)
U+ dimensionless mean veloity �eld (1)
ui �utuating part of veloity �eld (m/s)
ũi total instantaneous veloity �eld (m/s)
ũp �uid veloity in the xp diretion (m/s)
ũxp partile veloity in the xp diretion (m/s)
u∗ frition veloity (m/s)
v veloity vetor (m/s)
vn veloity normal to a ell fae (m/s)
x spatial vetor (m)
x, y, z spatial (Cartesian) oordinates (m)
xi spatial oordinate (m)
xp diretion tangent to a partile trajetory (m)
Yν̂T

turbulent destrution of ν̂T (m2/s4)
yw distane from the losest wall (m)
y+ dimensionless distane from the wall (1)Greek Symbols
αc salar di�usivity (m2/s)
ε dissipation of k (m2/s3)
εij dissipation of uiuj (m2/s3)
λ moleular mean free path (m)
µ (dynami) visosity of air (kg/ms)
µT eddy visosity (turbulent visosity) (kg/ms)
µT,2layer eddy visosity as omputed in the two-layer zonal model (kg/ms)
ν kinemati visosity of air (m2/s)
νT kinemati eddy visosity (m2/s)
ν̂T modi�ed kinemati eddy visosity (m2/s)
ρ density of air (kg/m3)
ρp partile density (kg/m3)
τ turbulent time sale (t)
τw wall shear stress (wall frition) (kg/ms2)
Φij pressure-strain orrelation (m2/s3)
Ωij mean rate of rotation tensor (1/s)
ω dissipation of k per unit k (1/s)
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1Introdution
1.1 BakgroundDeposition of inhaled aerosols, suh as partiles or droplets ontaining ba-teria or pollutants, in the human airways an lead to pulmonary diseases likeasthma or emphysema, and evidene suggests that it may also be linked tothe origin sites of bronhial arinoma (Radhakrishan and Kassinos, 2008).Furthermore, when administering oral drug delivery, experiments indiatethat as muh as 80�90% of the mediine never reahes its target areas (Kle-instreuer et al., 2008b). For these reasons, it is of great interest to be ableto predit partile deposition in the lungs. That way, targeted therapy anbe improved.Most Computational Fluid Dynamis (CFD) models have until reentlyassumed the air�ow in the respiratory system to be laminar. This assump-tion holds only in the lower parts of the airways, roughly below the thirdbranhing generation, where the bronhus diameters are small. Experimentsby Cheng et al. (1999), Caro et al. (2002) and others have shown that theair�ow in the trahea and upper branhes of the lung is turbulent. Reentomputations (Radhakrishan and Kassinos, 2009) seem to indiate that tur-bulene may be present even in the lower airway parts. Although the loalReynolds number is too small to loally produe turbulene in the narrowbronhi, turbulene may still be adveted to these regions from the upperairways, where turbulene is loally produed. Turbulent mixing greatlya�ets partile deposition, as turbulene allows for transverse transport ofpartiles following the general diretion of the �ow. For gases suh as air,dimensional analysis an be used to show that turbulent mixing dominatesmoleular di�usion by a fator of the order of the Reynolds number.Radhakrishan and Kassinos (2008) performed Large Eddy Simulations(LES) of the air�ow in the upper parts of the human airways, and they usedthis to predit partile depositions for various partile sizes. LES, however, is7



1 INTRODUCTIONomputationally demanding; it requires a very �ne grid lose to impermeablesurfaes, it needs to be resolved in time, and it requires ensemble averaging ofmany hundreds of breathing yles in order to provide any useful statistis.In the present study, a seletion of Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS)turbulene losures have been employed to model �ow in the same geometryas was used by Radhakrishan and Kassinos. The results have been omparedwith referene data from the aforementioned LES simulations. Even thoughRANS models annot predit true laminar �ow whih might exist in the lowerlung branhes, the present study shows that this inability seems seondaryfor the predition of large partile deposition, in whih ase inertia beomesmore important.This paper is divided into several setions. The urrent introdutionserves as the �rst setion. Then, seondly, the neessary theoretial basiswill be established. Preliminary onepts will be introdued, and RANSturbulene modeling will be treated in detail. The theoretial setion enterson the mathematis and physis of turbulent �ows. In the third setion, thenumerial aspets of the study will be dealt with, as well as the spei� setupfor my simulations. The simulation results are then disussed in the fourthsetion, and onluding remarks are given in the �fth and last setion.1.2 ObjetivesThe objetives of this thesis may be summarized as follows:1. Investigate various turbulene models, in partiular with regards toappliations related to the air�ow in the human respiratory system.2. Condut numerial simulations of the �ow in the airways, in whihdi�erent mathematial turbulene models are used and ompared toeah other and referene data.3. Look into ways of inorporating aerosol transport and deposition inthe above simulations.4. Investigate how statistially unsteady turbulent �ows may be modeledby the RANS equations, and onsider how this may be implementedin the above simulations.When appropriate, I will put my researh in ontext with other relevantstudies in the same �eld.
8



2Theory
2.1 PreliminariesBefore embarking on the objetives of this paper, some underlying oneptsneed to be dealt with. In partiular, the onepts of aerosols and turbulenerequire some disussion. I will also give a brief introdution to averagingproedures, as these are ommonly employed in turbulene modeling, and ade�nition of the summation onvention used with index notation.2.1.1 TurbuleneIn a qualitative manner, a turbulent �ow of a �uid an be reognized byhaoti and swirling motions, onsisting of whirls and vorties on manylength sales. Most real-life �ows are turbulent, but some illustrative ex-amples are smoke from a igarette a few feet away from the smoke's origin(see Figure 2.1 on the following page), the water in a rapidly �owing riveror a waterfall, or the mixing of tea and milk. The e�ets of turbulene areperhaps experiened most vividly in an airplane entering turbulent layers ofair.More preisely, a turbulent �ow is a �ow haraterized by the following(Durbin and Petterson Reif, 2003, p. 2):� High Reynolds numbers: Re = UL

ν & 103, where U is a harateristiveloity sale, L is a harateristi length sale and ν is kinemativisosity.� Di�usion, i.e. rapid transportation and mixing of momentum, temper-ature, kineti energy et.� Dissipation, i.e. turbulene kineti energy is transformed into internalenergy by means of deformation work by visous stresses. 9



2 THEORY� Vortial �ow strutures of varying sales.� Three-dimensional �ows. Turbulene annot sustain itself in one ortwo dimensions!1Note that the above harateristis are properties of turbulent �ows, not�uids. It is important to be aware of this when designing or hoosing amongturbulene models. A �ow whih is not turbulent is alled laminar. Bothlaminar and turbulent �ows satisfy the ontinuum hypothesis (Durbin andPetterson Reif, 2003, p. 49).

Figure 2.1: Smoke illustrating the transition from laminar to turbulent �ow.Photo: Jan Olav LangsethIt has been shown that any �ow � laminar or turbulent � an be desribedfully by the Navier-Stokes equations and onstitutive equations like the stateor energy equation (Kundu and Cohen, 2008, p. 547). Thus, it is natural touse these equations as a starting point for developing turbulene models. Thederivation of the Navier-Stokes equations an be found in any introdutorybook on �uid mehanis, suh as that of Kundu and Cohen (2008), and itis assumed the reader is familiar with them. I will use the Navier-Stokesequations as a basis in the turbulene theory setion.Stritly speaking, the Navier-Stokes equation refers only to the equationfor onservation of momentum. However, it is not unommon to mean boththe mass and the momentum onservation equations when talking about theNavier-Stokes equations in plural. I will follow the latter onvention in thispaper.1Obviously, real two-dimensional geometries do not exist in the physial world. How-ever, it is important to remember that one an never simplify a �ow to a two-dimensionalase when modeling turbulene.10



2.1 Preliminaries2.1.2 AerosolsWhen mirosopi partiles are dispersed in a gas, it is ommon to referto them as aerosols. It is important to understand that aerosols only in-lude partiles arried by gas. The onept does not refer to e.g. partilesfalling through a gas or being lumped together in larger hunks. Due to thisfat, aerosols are limited to partiles of about 100 µm or less in diameter.Otherwise, even the lightest partiles beome too heavy for the gas to arry.In �uid mehanis, the presene of aerosols is often modeled by a salar�eld. The value of the �eld at a given point in spae and time says somethingabout the onentration of the aerosol in this point. Usually, some sort ofaverage is taken (see Setion 2.1.3), but instantaneous onentration valuesare also possible.If the aerosol partiles do not a�et the �ow �eld, they are often referredto as passive aerosols, passive salars or passive ontaminants. Aerosolswhih do a�et the �uid �ow �elds are alled ative salars.Passive aerosols are relatively easy to model, one the �ow �eld of the�uid is known. Sine the aerosols do not a�et the �ow, one an ompute�rst the �ow �eld without regards to the aerosols and then the aerosol on-entration �eld. The lak of e�et of the aerosols on the �ow �eld is whythey are alled passive, and it is also the reason for why the �ow �eld andaerosol equations are unoupled.Ative salars pose a bigger problem. Here, the equations for the �ow�eld and the onentration �eld are oupled and must thus be solved simul-taneously.2.1.3 AveragesAn introdution to the onept of ensemble averaging and its relation tospatial and time averages will also be useful.Even though turbulene is fundamentally deterministi (it an in theorybe found from the Navier-Stokes equations), it also has a stohasti nature.That is, it is possible to say something general about turbulent strutures,mean veloities, �ow developments and so forth, but it is impossible to pre-dit exatly how the details of the �ow will look at a ertain time. The latterfollows from the fat that any initial and boundary ondition of a problemis subjet to small perturbations, and that turbulent �ows display an autesensitivity to suh perturbations. Consult Pope (2000, p. 34) for a morethorough treatment of this issue.In light of the above, we might want to use statistis to desribe turbu-lene � and indeed we will, as shown in Setion 2.3. But how should theturbulent �ow be averaged?The ideal way to �nd the �perfet� average of a turbulent �ow would beto run in�nitely many experiments with as lose to idential onditions as11



2 THEORY

(a) Instantaneous �ow �eld. (b) Ensemble averaged �ow �eld.Figure 2.2: Turbulent �ow illustrated by smoke (Su and Mungal, 1999).possible and then average the results. Thus, if fi = fi(x, t) represents somemeasured �eld from experiment i, we ould �nd the average �eld f of all theexperiments via
f(x, t) ≡ lim

N→∞

1

N

N∑

i=1

fi(x, t)The above average f is alled an ensemble average of the �eld f . Notethat even if f still depends on spae and time, information about the indi-vidual experiments has been lost. Namely, we are left with an expression forhow the statistis of f vary in time and spae. This means, for example,that if fi osillates at a low, stable frequeny with the same phase in all theexperiments, the ensemble average will also exhibit this property. However,if eah fi onsists of rapid, varying osillations out of phase with the osilla-tions of the other experiments, these will be smoothed out in the ensembleaverage and result in a onstant mean value. Figure 2.2 illustrates this.A problem with the above is that we an never perform in�nitely manyexperiments. We annot let N → ∞. Instead, we have to hoose N largeenough to approximate the ideal average. But even N experiments an behard to perform, espeially when the onditions must be similar in eah one.Fortunately, for experimental purposes, one an tie the ensemble average tothe time average.If we onsider the �eld fi(x) at a given time as one experimental sam-ple, we an easily ollet hundreds of samples by letting one experiment runthrough hundreds of onseutive measurements in time. When we then av-erage these time samples over the time period the experiment has lasted, we12



2.1 Preliminaries�nd an approximation to the ensemble average, i.e.
f(x) =

1

T

∫ T

0
f(x, t)dtwhere T is a suitable time sale muh larger than the time sale of anyturbulent �utuations in f . By averaging this way, we essentially averageover an ensemble of times.Note in the above that large-sale �utuations may also disappear, de-pending on T . Hene, the above approah is appliable only if f is statisti-ally steady, i.e. that the statistis of the �elds fi are onstant in time, orvary in time on a time sale muh larger than T .As turbulene an only sustain itself in three dimensions, area averagingmight not make a lot of sense. Nevertheless, one ould �nd the equivalent ofthe above time average approximation in terms of spatial averages. Considerfor example a pipe in whih several ross-setional uts of data are measuredthrough time. One ould then average the results from the ross-setions and�nd an ensemble average of all the ross-setions, giving information aboutthe statistis of a �eld in a ross-setional ut of the pipe. This average �eldwould vary in time, but in analogue with the previous example, we wouldhere require a statistially fully developed �eld.A �nal point on averages regards the linearity of the averaging proe-dure. As seen from the de�nitions above, averaging of any kind is a linearproedure. Thus it is easily proven that the following relations hold, e.g. forthe ensemble average:a) Linearity: c1f + c2g = c1f + c2g, where c1, c2 are non-random onstants.b) Average of average: fg = fgThese relations will be used later, when developing the basis of turbulenemodeling. A onvenient notation for vetor equations will also be needed,whih I will touh upon brie�y in the following.2.1.4 Index NotationWhen dealing with a lot of vetor and tensor quantities, index notation isoften used for simpliity. Brie�y this means that if an index (marked witha subsript letter, e.g. i) appears one per term in all terms of an equation,the equation holds for all values of the index that an be hosen (suh as 1,2 and 3 for three-dimensional systems). Suh an index is alled a free index.An example would be the equation ui = 2x2

i , whih in three-dimensionalspae implies that
u1 = 2x2

1, u2 = 2x2
2, u3 = 2x2

3 13



2 THEORYIn other words, the index refers to eah omponent in a vetor. The aboveexample also brings us to one further notational onvention. It is ommon tolet x1 = x, x2 = y and x3 = z, where x, y and z are the standard artesianoordinates.In onnetion with index notation, I will also employ what is knownas Einstein's summation onvention: If an index appears twie in a term,this term is summed up over the range of possible index values in a givenequation. For the three-dimensional ase, this would for example imply that
uiui = u2

1 + u2
2 + u2

3Suh an index is alled a dummy index.In addition to the above, I will use the abbreviations ∂i = ∂
∂xi

and ∂t = ∂
∂t .Finally, the index notation will also be applied to tensors. It is assumedthe reader is familiar with tensors and their usage. If not, the book by Kunduand Cohen (2008) is reommended for an introdution. In index notation, atensor T has i × j omponents denoted by Tij .Index notation will be used when dealing with the theory behind turbu-lene modeling. But �rst, onsidering the objetives of this paper, we shouldaquaint ourselves a bit more with the geometry of the human respiratorysystem.2.2 The Flow in the Human Airways2.2.1 AnatomyThe human respiratory system onsists largely of the upper respiratory tratand the lower respiratory trat. The former inludes the nasal passages, thepharynx and the larynx (voal fold), whereas the latter is omposed of thetrahea (windpipe), the primary bronhi and the lungs. Figure 2.3 on thefaing page illustrates these parts.One also sometimes divides the respiratory system into funtional parts,namely the onduting zone, the transitional zone and the respiratory zone.The �rst of these three is the region for gas transport from outside the bodydown to just above the alveoli and is thus the only relevant funtional zonefor our purposes.Inspirational air�ow passes either via the nasal passage or the mouthand then �ows through the pharynx. Close to the pharynx, the epiglottis isloated. The epiglottis is a fold that loses when swallowing food or drink,and it is naturally open during normal breathing. The air then �ows throughthe larynx (the voal hords) and down the trahea. The trahea is usually10-12 m long and 20�25 mm in diameter in adult humans and resembles airular pipe. Finally, the air goes into the bronhi, whih lead the �ow tothe pulmonary alveoli, where gas exhange with the blood ours by means14



2.2 The Flow in the Human Airways

Figure 2.3: The human respiratory system and its main parts (Britannia ConiseEnylopedia).of di�usion. Here, O2 is deposited to the body, and CO2 is retrieved to betransported out of the body. The right main bronhus (at the �rst branhingof the trahea) is a bit shorter and steeper than the left (Dahl and Rinvik,2007). This is usually negleted in omputer models (see Setion 2.2.2).As mentioned earlier, the transport of aerosols is often of interest whenmodeling the �ow in the human airways. The body must �lter out as manypartiles as possible before the air reahes the lungs, and this proess beginsalready in the mouth and nose. The nasal avity aptures partiles biggerthan about 10 µm in diameter (Slak, 2005), but the mouth has no suh�ltering system. However, as disussed in Setion 2.1.2, aerosols are alwayssmaller than 100 µm in diameter, so no aerosol researh should onsiderpartiles larger than this.As the air �ows into the lungs, some partiles are trapped in the muusalong the trahea walls and transported bak up into the mouth and nosealong with the muus, while some travel all the way down to the bronhi.The partile deposition pattern depends greatly on the �ow and partile size(Zhang and Kleinstreuer, 2004), and this is a subjet of ongoing researh.As disussed earlier, the results of suh researh an be of great signi�anewhen onsidering the administration of inhaled drugs or in the researh ofertain lung diseases.A last point is worth mentioning in regard to the air�ow. As the airtravels toward the lungs, its temperature and humidity inreases drastially.At the alveoli, the air has reahed body temperature and 100% humidity15



2 THEORY(Sand et al., 2007, p. 383). This hange of physial properties may a�etthe �ow di�erently than if the air was kept at onstant temperature andpressure. It might be worth the time to onsider this fat when modelingthe �ow in the airways. As the air travels out from the lungs, its propertiesstay roughly the same until it exits the trahea.2.2.2 Geometrial ModelModeling the �ow in the human airways is hallenging for a number of rea-sons, even with numerous simpli�ations. In this study, the dynamis ofthe geometry assoiated with moving walls have been negleted, as have thedi�erenes in temperature and humidity between the air entering the mouthand the environment in the lower bronhi. This is, at least for the upperparts of the airways, a relatively aeptable simpli�ation.The present geometry, also used by Radhakrishan and Kassinos (2008), isbased upon measurements performed by Cheng et al. (1999). These measure-ments inlude ross-setional areas and irumferenes at di�erent loations,and the radius of urvature in a ast of a human thorax. The upper partof the airways was reated using this data. The lower part of the presentairways model, i.e. the lower trahea and the branhes of the lungs, weremodeled with Weibel's (1963) branhing model (Model A) with a branhingangle of 30◦. Aording to Radhakrishan and Kassinos, Weibel's model wassaled to math the diameter of the trahea from the thorax ast. Only thethree highest branhing levels were onsidered. In the lower branhes (thefourth generation and below), the �ow is laminar and thus of little interestto this study. Also, for the smaller bronhi, the e�et of moving walls is nolonger negligible. A piture of the atual omputer model used in this studyare given in Figure 2.4 on the next page. Note the indiated ut planes inthe omputer model, as these will be referred to later.In Weibel's branhing model, the term generation is used to speify thelevel of branhing in question. The trahea is the zeroth generation, G0,and the primary bronhi, i.e. the �rst branhing, is onsidered to be the�rst generation, G1. Thereafter, eah branhing denotes a new generation,
Gn. In the non-planar model, eah new branhing generation is in a planerotated 90◦ from the plane of the previous generation. The angle betweenthe two branhes of a generation is referred to as the branhing angle. Eahgeneration is similar to the preeding generation exept for its size, andwithin eah generation, eah branh is onsidered idential to the other �the model is symmetri from G1 downward. Note that the symmetry of theairways model onstitutes a simpli�ation of real airways.Although natural breathing implies unsteady �ow, steady inspirationalbreathing at a rate of 60 l/min have been onsidered in this study. This�ow rate onstitutes relatively rapid breathing. Inspirational �ow has beenused, as this provides the most pronouned e�ets of the geometri hanges16



2.2 The Flow in the Human Airways

Figure 2.4: Geometrial model, shown with the ut planes used in the present study.in the airways (Kleinstreuer et al., 2008a), and beause partiles enter therespiratory system through inhalation.Previous models of the �ow in the human airways have generally assumedlaminar �ow, suh as in the simulations of Liu et al. (2002) and Comeret al. (2001a,b). In fat, though, laboratory experiments have shown the�ow in the upper airways to be generally turbulent (Cheng et al., 1999).Hene, a turbulene model of the air�ow will be more realisti than a laminarmodel, although of ourse more ompliated as well. Dimensional analysisan be used to show that turbulent mixing is of the order of thousand timesmore e�ient than moleular di�usion in gases suh as air. This, of ourse,has an enourmous impat on partile deposition. In the third branhinggeneration and below, however, the diameters of the branhes are onsideredsmall enough to laminarize the �ow, so models used in these lower branhesmay neglet turbulene e�ets. The two aforementioned laminar models didindeed only model G3 and below. Reent omputations (Radhakrishan andKassinos, 2009) suggest, though, that turbulene might be adveted downto the lower branhes as well, so the assumption of laminar �ow in thoseregions might not be entirely orret.One an implement several turbulene models in order to model the �owin the airways. Choosing a model is not an easy task, nor is it inonse-quential. A thorough understanding of turbulene � both physially and17



2 THEORYmathematially � is bene�ial when deiding whih turbulene model to usein a simulation. This leads to the next setion.2.3 General Turbulene ModelingAs disussed in Setion 2.1.1, turbulent �ows as well as laminar �ows aregoverned by the Navier-Stokes equations. That is, for inompressible, New-tonian �uids, one has the momentum onservation equation
∂tũi + ũj∂j ũi = −1

ρ∂ip̃ + ν∂j∂j ũi + gi, i = 1, 2, 3 (2.3.1)and the mass onservation equation
∂iũi = 0 (2.3.2)in whih index notation and the summation onvention is used to denotevetors and tensors.In the Navier-Stokes equations above, ũi denotes the veloity �eld of the�uid, p̃ refers to the pressure in the �uid, and ρ and ν denote the densityand kinemati visosity of the �uid, respetively. Gravitational aelerationis given by gi. All turbulene modeling uses equations (2.3.1) and (2.3.2) asthe primary basis.If we ould solve the above equations with preise boundary and initialonditions and without any simpli�ations or approximations, we would be�nished. The solution would exhibit all harateristis of the atual �owand predit aurately the �ow's development in time and spae. Unfor-tunately, solving the above equations exatly is out of the question, bothanalytially and numerially. Even solving them using a diret numerialsimulation approah (DNS) is extremely time-onsuming and still subjetto omputational auray and knowledge of boundary onditions (White,2006).2.3.1 The Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes EquationsTurbulent �ows appear haoti and rapidly hanging, but even so, it is usu-ally possible to reognize some steady patterns in the �ow. Namely, un-derneath the apparent haos of turbulene, there is a more general trend.Fortunately, when prediting �uid �ow, it is often the general trends � i.e.the development of the mean values of the veloity and pressure �elds �whih are of interest. This motivates the implementation of Reynolds de-ompositions. Applying this onept, we separate ũi and p̃ into one averagepart and one �utuating part, i.e.

ũi(x, t) = Ui(x, t) + ui(x, t) (2.3.3)
p̃(x, t) = P (x, t) + p(x, t) (2.3.4)18



2.3 General Turbulene Modelingwhere Ui and P denote the ensemble averaged parts of the veloity andpressure �elds and ui and p denote the �utuating parts of the �elds. Thelatter quantities are due to turbulene, so in the ase of laminar �ow, Ui and
P would represent the full solution.Note that, due to the averaging proess, Ui and P only vary with t if the�ow is statistially unsteady. Thus, for example in a turbulent �ow drivenby a onstant pressure gradient, Ui and P are independent of time. Theaveraged terms for the mean �ow are obtained via ensemble averaging, i.e.
Ui = ũi and Pi = p̃i (see Setion 2.1.3).To obtain mass and momentum onservation equations for the meanveloity and pressure �elds, we insert the Reynolds deompositions (2.3.3)and (2.3.4) into (2.3.1) and (2.3.2) and take the ensemble average of theresulting equations. Using the properties of the ensemble average derived inSetion 2.1.3, we �nd

∂tUi + Uj∂jUi = −1
ρ∂iP + ν∂j∂jUi − ∂juiuj (2.3.5)

∂iUi = 0 (2.3.6)whih onstitute the Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) equations,the basis for a lot of further turbulene modeling. Most modeling in thispaper will also enter around the above equations. A speial note on the lastterm in (2.3.5) is appropriate at this point.The Reynolds StressesThe last term in (2.3.5) is the derivative of the so-alled Reynolds stresstensor. The term originates from the advetion term ũj∂jũi in (2.3.1) andis originally, after deriving (2.3.5), on the form uj∂jui. We an, however,obtain the mass onservation equation for the �utuating �eld by subtrating(2.3.6) from (2.3.2). Thus we have that ∂iui = 0, from whih we see that
uj∂jui = ∂juiuj .The Reynolds stresses are not really stresses, but they have the samedimensions as visous stresses. The last term in (2.3.5) is unknown andarises beause of the averaging proess. This is a ommon problem whenaveraging non-linear equations: The very �utuations we try to avoid byaveraging ome bak in the form of an extra unknown variable in the averagedequation. Thus, we require extra equations in order to solve (2.3.5) and(2.3.6) ompletely � the problem has beome unlosed. Physially, our extraterm says something about the average e�et of turbulent advetion on theaverage �ow �eld. In some ases it an, as mentioned, also be thought of asstresses or momentum transport.In order to lose the RANS equations, we must �nd a losure modelfor the Reynolds stresses uiuj , and this is what ontemporary turbuleneresearh is often about � how to lose the RANS equations satisfatorily?19



2 THEORYBefore moving on to this, one more onept needs to be introdued. We shalllook at some useful transport equations.2.3.2 Transport EquationsTransport equations say something about the transport or distribution of aquantity. It essentially onnets the total rate of hange of the quantity tothe physial phenomena responsible for reating or removing the quantity.The Reynolds StressesBefore trying to model the Reynolds stresses, we an derive an exat equationfor uiuj . We won't be able to solve this equation, due to the many unknownsit ontains. In spite of this, the equation is worth a look, as one might gaina ertain physial insight from the terms ontained in the equation. Inaddition, the equation for uiuj is an important part of some losure models.If we subtrat the averaged momentum equation (2.3.5) from the originalmomentum equation (2.3.1), we obtain an equation for the onservation ofmomentum for the �utuating part of the veloity �eld, ui, as given below.Note that, aording to the index onvention, we sum some of the terms overthe dummy index k, while i is the free index.
∂tui + Uk∂kui + uk∂kUi + ∂k(ukui − ukui) = −1

ρ∂ip + ν∂k∂kui (2.3.7)

20



2.3 General Turbulene ModelingNow, if we multiply this equation by uj , average it and then add theresult to the same equation as itself, only with i and j reversed, we obtain� after some algebra � the Reynolds stress transport equation (RSTE). It isgiven bytotal rate of hange︷ ︸︸ ︷
∂tuiuj + Uk∂kuiuj = − 1

ρ(uj∂ip + ui∂jp) pressure redistribution
− 2ν∂kui∂kuj visous dissipation
− ∂kuiujuk turbulent transport
− uiuk∂kUj − ujuk∂kUi prodution of uiuj

+ ν∇2uiuj moleular visous di�usion(2.3.8)in whih I also have inluded the physial phenomenon assoiated with eahterm. For the �rst two terms on the right-hand side, the negative signs arenot inherent in the physial quantities. In the remaining terms, the negative(or positive) signs stem from the expressions whih represent the physialphenomena.There are three unknowns in (2.3.8): Redistribution, visous dissipationand turbulent transport. Turbulene models utilizing the RSTE thus haveto model these terms in some way.Turbulene Kineti EnergyTurbulene kineti energy is a most useful onept when trying to quantifythe amount of turbulene in a �ow. It represents the kineti energy due toturbulent �utuations and is equal to half the trae of the Reyolds stresses,i.e. k ≡ 1
2uiui. Sine it is a salar, it is also relatively easy to illustrate kqualitatively (e.g. for a ross-setional area or a simple 3D geometry) afterrunning turbulene simulations.The turbulene kineti energy equation (TKEE) deals with the transportand distribution of turbulene kineti energy, k, in the �ow. It an be derivedeither diretly from the Reynolds stress transport equation by means of indexontration, or it an be derived in a similar way as (2.3.8). The �rst one isthe easier way: Simply let i = j in (2.3.8) and use the de�nition of k (whihessentially implies division by two). One then obtainstotal rate of hange︷ ︸︸ ︷

∂tk + Uk∂kk = − 1
ρ∂iuip pressure di�usion, dp

− ν∂kui∂kui visous dissipation, ε

− 1

2
∂kuiuiuk turbulent transport, dt (2.3.9)

− uiuk∂kUi prodution of k, Pk

+ ν∇2k moleular visous di�usion 21



2 THEORYThe turbulene kineti energy equation is important when modeling theReynolds stresses, as will be seen later. Note the resemblane of the termsin (2.3.9) to the terms in the Reynolds stress transport equation. As withthe RSTE, the �rst two terms on the right-hand side have their negativesigns from the equations, not their physial interpretation. Mentioning this,it may also be noted that the prodution term Pk appears in the transportequation for the mean kineti energy with the opposite sign � in other words,energy is transferred between the mean �ow �eld and the �utuating �ow�eld.If one were to solve the TKEE (2.3.9) for the mean �ow �eld and theReynolds stresses, there are three unlosed terms in the equation: the pres-sure di�usion, the visous dissipation and the turbulent transport.Speies TransportFinally, in light of the objetives for this thesis, the equation for the dis-tribution of a passive ontaminant will be inluded. Passive ontaminantsrepresent transported substanes that do not a�et the dynamial equations(i.e. the veloity �eld), suh as ertain pollutants, bio-areosols or hemialsubstanes � see Setion 2.1.2.The distribution of passive ontaminants is governed by advetion-di�usionequations. Let c̃ represent the (instantaneous) salar onentration �eld forthe ontaminant. The instantaneous advetion-di�usion equation then servesas a starting point:
∂tc̃ + ũj∂j c̃ = αc∇2c̃where αc is the salar di�usivity. Inserting the Reynolds deomposition

c̃ = C + c into the above equation and averaging yields
∂tC + Uj∂jC︸ ︷︷ ︸total rate of hange = αc∇2C︸ ︷︷ ︸moleulardi�usion − ∂iuic︸ ︷︷ ︸salar �ux (2.3.10)There is one unknown term in (2.3.10), namely the salar �ux. One ouldnow go one step further and derive the transport equation for the salar �ux.This is done similarly to the transport equation for uiuj (the RSTE), i.e. (i)subtrat the above equation from the instantaneous-di�usion equation andmultiply by ui, then (ii) multiply the transport equation for ui (2.3.7) by cand add it to the result of (i). This gives (next page)
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2.4 RANS Turbulene Modelstotal rate of hange︷ ︸︸ ︷
∂tuic + Uj∂juic = − 1

ρc∂ip pressure redistribution
+ 1

2(αc − ν)∂j(ui∂jc − c∂jui) turbulent di�usion
+ 1

2(αc + ν)∇2uic moleular di�usion
− ∂juiujc turbulent transport
− (αc + ν)∂jui∂jc rate of dissipation of uic

− uiuj∂jC − ujc∂jUi rate of prodution of uicwhih is referred to as the Reynolds �ux transport equation. Several termsin this equation are usually modeled. However, just as often the salar �uxis modeled diretly instead of being omputed from the above equation.A simple model for the salar �ux will be shown in Setion 2.6, in whihequation (2.3.10) will be revisited. In Setion 2.6, partile transport willalso be disussed from a Lagrangian perspetive.Transport equations suh as those onsidered here are important for ourunderstanding of turbulene. They also play major roles in the derivation ofturbulene models, whih is the topi of the next setion.2.4 RANS Turbulene ModelsIn addition to diret numerial simulations (DNS) and large eddy simulations(LES), the RANS equations are the most known method of simulating tur-bulent �ows. The two former tehniques are generally more appliable andaurate, but they are also muh more ostly in terms of omputer power.Both memory and CPU requirements are enormous, and DNS in partiularis urrently impossible to apply to real-life geometries (White, 2006). Hene,I will emply various RANS models in this thesis. Radhakrishan and Kassinos(2008) used LES to predit partile depositions in the human airways, and Iwill ompare my RANS results to theirs in order to assess my models.Reall that the Reynolds stresses uiuj represent the ensemble averagede�et of turbulent advetion on the mean �ow �eld, and keep in mind that
uiuj is a property of the �ow, not the �uid. The RANS equations ontainten unknown variables (ounting eah omponent). Sine we only have fourequations (again ounting omponents), we have six unknowns that we an-not �nd from this system of equations. These six unknowns originates fromthe omponents of the Reynolds stress tensor, given by

{uiuj} =





u1u1 u1u2 u1u3

u1u2 u2u2 u2u3

u1u3 u2u3 u3u3



and it is the eradiation of these stress omponents from the RANS equationsthat is the goal of the modeling proess. In other words, one wishes to model23



2 THEORYthe Reynolds stresses by using already known quantities or quantities thatan be obtained through ontrolled experiments. Note that sine the stresstensor is symmetri (uiuj = ujui), we have only six unknowns, not nine.An overview of the lasses of existing turbulene models is given in Fig-ure 2.5. I will fous on the RANS models in this study.

Figure 2.5: An overview of the lasses of turbulene models.2.4.1 Boussinesq's Eddy Visosity HypothesisThe eddy visosity hypothesis is the basis for all salar RANS models, and Iwill thus derive it here. In 1877, Boussinesq devised a model for the Reynoldsstresses uiuj , based on the mean rate of strain and two unknown onstants(White, 2006, p. 441). The mean rate of strain is given by
Sij = 1

2(∂jUi + ∂iUj) (2.4.1)and as seen from the de�nition above, the tensor is symmetri. Bossusinesq'sinital ansatz was a Reynolds stress tensor of the form uiuj = f(δij , Sij),where δij is simply the Kroneker delta, also known as the identity matrix.Furthermore, Boussinesq surmised that one ould write
uiuj = c1δij + c2Sij24



2.4 RANS Turbulene ModelsNow, by de�nition of the turbulene kineti energy (f. Setion 2.3.2),we have that uiui ≡ 2k. Hene, we �nd
c1δii + c2Sii = 2k ⇒ 3c1 + 0 = 2k ⇒ c1 = 2

3kwhere we have used the summation onvention and kept in mind that Sii =
0, whih follows from the Reynolds-averaged mass onservation equation(2.3.6). The seond onstant, c2, an be approahed by dimensional argu-ments. We reognize the dimensions of uiuj and Sij to be m2s−2 and s−1,respetively, and for dimensional onsisteny, we then require the dimensionsof c2 to be m2s−1. This is idential to the dimensions of visosity. We thusde�ne an eddy visosity νT , and, following Boussinesq, let

c2 = −2νTNote that neither the eddy visosity nor the kineti energy is known, sowe still have two unknowns. However, we have redued the problem fromsix to two unknowns, by reating the linear eddy visosity model :
uiuj = 2

3kδij − 2νT Sij (2.4.2)Further salar modeling onentrates around �nding or modeling the tworemaining quantities properly. There are numerous ways to do this, most ofwhih add extra equations to the RANS system in order to lose it.2.4.2 Zero-Equation ModelsZero-equation models add no extra equations to the RANS equations. In-stead, the models attempt to �nd algebrai expressions for the unknown on-stants in the eddy visosity hypothesis. The most well-known zero-equationexample is Prandtl's mixing length model. However, as this model an onlybe used in a few ases � mainly geometries whih an be approximated asone-dimensional � I will not onsider it in this paper. Consult e.g. White(2006) for details of the model.2.4.3 One-Equation Models: Spalart-AllmarasOne-equation models add one extra equation to the RANS equations, andso reate a larger set of equations that must be solved simultaneously. Mostof these models add the time-mean equation for turbulene kineti energy oreddy visosity to the system, plus some algebrai formulas to model variousterms. This idea has not been overly popular, due to the di�ulty of �ndingneessary length-sale orrelations for omplex �ows, and the fat that themodel results are apparently no better than the best zero-equation models(White, 2006, p. 441). 25



2 THEORYHowever, a relatively new one-equation model, that of Spalart and All-maras (1992), has made the one-equation approah a bit more ommon,espeially as a quik way of running reasonably aurate test simulations.In this model, ontrary to other one-equation models, it is not neessary toalulate a length sale related to the loal shear layer thikness. In addi-tion to the RANS equations, the Spalart-Allmaras model solves a transportequation for a modi�ed form of the eddy-visosity. The model is eonomialfor large meshes, and the modi�ed eddy visosity is easy to resolve lose towalls. This implies that the Spalart-Allmaras model is good for boundary-layer �ows. The model is relatively quik to onverge in a numerial solver,and I will explore the results obtained from this model in the airways geom-etry. The model will not be derived here, as the derivation is tedious andgives little insight ompared to e.g. the k−ε model, but the model equationsare inluded in the following.For inompressible �ows, the transport equation for the modi�ed eddyvisosity ν̂T is given bytotal rate of hange︷ ︸︸ ︷
∂tν̂T + Uk∂kν̂T = cb1S̃ν̂T turbulent prodution, Pν̂T

+
cb2

σν̂T

(∂kν̂T ∂kν̂T ) model tuning term/di�usion
− cw1fw

(
ν̂T

yw

)2 turbulent destrution, Yν̂T
(2.4.3)

+ ∂k

(
ν̂T

σν̂T

∂kν̂T

) gradient di�usion model term, dν̂T

+
ν

σν̂T

∇2ν̂T moleular visous di�usionNote the resemblane to the transport equations derived in Setion 2.3.2. Inthe above equation, yw is the distane from the wall. This means that theturbulent destrution term e�etively removes the (modi�ed) eddy visosityin the visous region lose to the wall. The tuning term ontrols the evolutionof free shear layers (Durbin and Petterson Reif, 2003, p. 140) by means ofdi�usion. The term an be rewritten into two di�usion terms by using thehain rule.The modi�ed eddy visosity, ν̂T , is idential to the turbulent kinemativisosity exept in the near-wall region. That is, in the Spalart-Allmarasmodel, the turbulent kinemati visosity is given by
νT = fv1ν̂Twhere

fv1 =

(
ν̂T

ν

)3

(
ν̂T

ν

)3
+ c3

v126



2.4 RANS Turbulene ModelsThe turbulent prodution term Pν̂T
in (2.4.3) ontains a modi�ed defor-mation term given by

S̃ = S + ν̂T

κ2y2
w
fv2where

fv2 = 1 −
ν̂T

ν

1 + ν̂T

ν fv1and S is a salar measure of the deformation tensor based on the vortiitymagnitude. In a non-rotating frame of referene, S is given by
S =

√
2ΩijΩijwhere Ωij = 1

2(∂jUi − ∂iUj) is the mean rate of rotation tensor.In the turbulent destrution term Yν̂T
, whih arises due to kinematibloking and visous damping at walls, we have that

fw = q

[
1 + c6

w3

q6 + c6
w3

]1/6and
q =

ν̂T

S̃κ2y2
w

+ cw2

([
ν̂T

S̃κ2y2
w

]6

− ν̂T

S̃κ2y2
w

)The gradient di�usion term is a modeled term, and in the derivation ofthe k − ε model in Setion 2.4.4, suh a model term is explained more thor-oughly. Note, �nally, that sine no turbulent kineti energy k is omputed,the �rst term in the Boussinesq model (2.4.2) will be ignored. The modelonstants used in the above will in this study be taken as
cb1 = 0.1355, cb2 = 0.622, σν̂T

= 2/3, cv1 = 7.1

cw1 = cb1

κ2 + 1+cb2

σν̂T

, cw2 = 0.3, cw3 = 2.0, κ = 0.4187The speial wall boundary onditions assoiated with the Spalart-Allmarasmodel are disussed in Setion 2.5Consult e.g. the Fluent 6.3 User's Guide for further details on theSpalart-Allmaras model.2.4.4 Two-Equation Models: k − ε and k − ωNot surprisingly, two-equation models add two new equations to the RANSequation system. The equation for turbulene kineti energy (2.3.9) is alwaysused. In addition, a seond partial di�erential equation, usually involvingtime-mean turbulene dissipation, is inluded, plus some algebrai modelingformulas for ertain quantities. 27



2 THEORYThe most ommon two-equation model is perhaps the k− ε model. Onlythe derivation of this model will be treated in detail here, as other two-equation models resemble this one. The derivation of the k − ε model givessome insight into the modeling proedure and is perhaps the most intuitiveof the RANS models, so I will inlude it in the following. I will then mentionsome other models and their main areas of appliation toward the end of thissetion.The k − ε modelThe k − ε model, presented by Launder and Spalding (1972), is the mostwidely used two-equation model. As it is the most simplisti treatment of thiskind, it might also be the most likely to have any hope of further generality.The eddy visosity νT and the turbulene kineti energy k are determinedfrom a set of partial di�erential equations, then inserted into the Boussinesqmodel (2.4.2), whih is used in the RANS equations. All equations (RANS+ the k − ε equations) are solved simultaneously.The two extra equations added by the k − ε model is the turbulenekineti energy equation and a dissipation of energy equation. Reall �rstthe exat k-equation, i.e. the equation for transport of turbulene kinetienergy, from (2.3.9) and the notation we introdued for the various terms(see Setion 2.3.2). We an write (2.3.9) in a shorter way, i.e.
Dk

Dt
= Pk − ε + ν∇2k − dk (2.4.4)where, referring to some of the terms de�ned in Setion 2.3.2, we have

Pk −uiuk∂kUi Prodution of k

ε ν∂kui∂kui Visous dissipation
dk ∂iuip + 1

2∂kuiuiuk dp - dt (of Setion 2.3.2)If we use the linear eddy visosity model (2.4.2) (assuming νT to beknown) in (2.4.4) and solve (2.4.4) and the RANS equations for Ui and k, westill have two unknowns, ε and dk. Hene, to obtain losure, we need to �ndexpressions or equations for these variables (and somehow model the eddyvisosity νT ). This is where the seond equation in the two-equation modelomes in.First, let us have a look at the turbulent transport and pressure di�usionterm, i.e. dk. This term ontains two physial phenomena that onvenientlyan be modeled together by a gradient transport model, given by2
dk = −∂k(νT ∂kk)2Note that the dk model is an expliit expression, not the seond equation in the k− εmodel.28



2.4 RANS Turbulene Modelswith units of m2s−3. It is easily seen that inserting this into (2.4.4) yields
Dk

Dt
= Pk − ε + ν∇2k + ∂k(νT ∂kk)Now we an onentrate on the rate of dissipation of energy, ε. Thedissipation an be modeled by its own transport equation, of a similar formas the other transport equations shown earlier. Considering homogeneousturbulene, i.e. a turbulent �eld where all orrelations are onstant in spae,we have from (2.4.4) that

dk

dt
= Pk − ε (2.4.5)Furthermore, in homogeneous turbulene, there is a state in whih the tur-bulent time sale τ is onstant in time, alled strutural equilibrium � orsimply equilibrium. The turbulent time sale is the ratio between the ex-isting turbulene kineti energy and the dissipation of it, i.e. τ = k/ε. Inequilibrium, then, we require d

dt(
k
ε ) = 0. Using standard di�erentiation ruleson this equilibrium ondition, we get that

dε

dt
=

1

k/ε

dk

dtand inserting (2.4.5) into this we observe that
dε

dt
=

Pk − ε

k/εfrom whih we an surmise that perhaps a �general� ε-equation ould beonjetured, following the form of the k-equation. Thus the seond equationin the k − ε model is proposed as
Dε

Dt
=

cε1Pk − cε2ε

k/ε
+ ν∇2ε + dε (2.4.6)where dε ∼ ∂k(νT ∂kε) is a gradient di�usion term, similar to dk in the k-equation. Notie the similarity to the k-equation.To summarize, the �nal form of the two-equation k − ε model is givenby the RANS equations (2.3.5) and (2.3.6), the k-equation (2.4.4) and the

ε-equation (2.4.6), plus algebrai models for some of the terms in these equa-tions, suh as the Boussinesq model of the Reynolds stresses, (2.4.2). In the�nal version of the k- and ε-equation we also inlude two adjustment on-stants (σk and σε) in the gradient di�usion terms to allow for �exibility intuning the model. In most models, these onstants are usually set to unity.The eddy visosity an be found from dimensional analysis (hek theunits) to be
νT = cµ

k2

ε 29



2 THEORYwhere cµ is an empirial onstant, and the prodution an be shown to be
Pk = 2νT SijSji = 2νT |S|2where Sij is the mean rate of strain, f. (2.4.1). If these are inserted intothe k − ε model, all that remains is �nding all the problem parameters, i.e.the unknown onstants.The k−ε model derived here is given in full on the following page. Furthermodeling of the k− ε equations is onerned with �nding suitable onstants,for whih the equations below onstitute the neessary basis.The onstants cε1, cε2, cµ, σk and σε are still to be determined, andthey are usually found by experiments and physial reasoning. Sine mostRANS losure models are empirial (or at least semi-empirial), a lot of timeis spent trying to �tune� the parameters of a model to suitable values, sothat the model will behave as required for a given lass of �ows. This isa drawbak inherent in all eddy visosity models. I will not deal with anydetails on how the k − ε onstants are found, but the standard values of theonstants are taken to be (Fluent 6.3 User's Guide)

cε1 = 1.44, cε2 = 1.92, cµ = 0.09, σk = 1.00, σε = 1.30The standard k−ε model derived above is a robust model whih is widelyused. I will therefore inlude this model in my study, despite the fat thatit is not really suited for the airways geometry, due to the presene of largestreamline urvatures. Another drawbak of the k−ε model is that it annotbe integrated lose to walls � mainly beause the turbulent timesale τ = k/εtends to zero at the wall � so wall funtions need to be implemented.
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2.4 RANS Turbulene ModelsThe k − ε ModelEquationsReynolds-averaged momentum onservation equation:
∂Ui

∂t
+ Uj∂jUi = −1

ρ
∂iP + ν∂j∂jUi − ∂juiujReynolds-averaged mass onservation equation:

∂iUi = 0Transport of turbulene kineti energy (k-equation):
Dk

Dt
= Pk − ε + ν∇2k + ∂k(

νT

σk
∂kk)Transport of dissipation of k (ε-equation):

Dε

Dt
=

cε1Pk − cε2ε

k/ε
+ ν∇2ε + ∂k(

νT

σε
∂kε)Expliit modelsBoussinesq's eddy visosity model:

uiuj = 2
3kδij − 2νT SijEddy visosity given by:

νT = cµ
k2

εProdution given by:
Pk = 2νT SijSji = 2νT |S|2where Sij = 1

2 (∂jUi + ∂iUj) (mean rate of strain).Other k − ε variantsAs mentioned earlier, other models exist that add two extra equations tothe RANS equations. Brief desriptions of the two additional k − ε variantsI will test on my problem, whih are both related to the k − ε model, aregiven in the following. Details about these models an be found e.g. in theFluent 6.3 User's Guide, the book by Durbin and Petterson Reif (2003) orthe book by Pope (2000).The k − ε model with Renormalization Group methods The RNG isdi�erent from the standard model in that the equations and oe�ients31



2 THEORYare derived analytially rather than empirially. This improves predi-tions for highly strained �ows.The k − ε model with requirements of realizability The realizable k−
ε model inludes some hanges that allow ertain mathematial on-straints to be obeyed, suh as 0 < u2

i < 2k. The model o�ers essentiallythe same bene�ts as the RNG model, but it is better suited for �owswith separation, reirulation and streamline urvature.The k − ω modelThe k−ω model is also a widely used model, in whih ε is basially replaedwith the dissipation per unit energy, i.e. ω ∝ ε/k. As this model is usuallybetter near surfaes suh as walls, it if often more used in pratie than the
k − ε model. The model is superior for wall-bounded boundary layer, freeshear and low Reynolds number �ows, and it is reported to perform betterin transitional �ows and �ows with adverse pressure gradients. Contraryto the k − ε model, the k − ω model needs no wall funtions (exept foromputational e�ieny). The major downside of the model is its sensitivityto the free-stream boundary ondition for ω in free shear �ows. Anotherdrawbak of the model is that it typially predits too early and too exessiveseparations and �ow transitions in �ows where these phenomena are present.The k-equation of the k−ω model resembles that of the k−ε model (seeSetion 2.4.4) and is given by

Dk

Dt
= Pk − β∗fβ∗

kω + ν∇2k + ∂k(
νT

σk
∂kk)(reall the notation from the k − ε derivation) whereas the ω-equation isgiven by

Dω

Dt
=

αω

k
Pkβfβω2 + ν∇2ω + ∂k(

νT

σω
∂kω)in whih α, β, β∗, σk and σω are onstant model parameters (see the end ofthis setion for numerial values). The turbulent visosity is then omputedas

νT = α∗k/ωwhere α∗ is a damping oe�ient used for transitional (low Reynolds number)�ows, given by
α∗ = α∗

∞

(
α∗

0 + Ret/Rk

1 + Ret/Rk

)Note that for high Reynolds number �ows, α∗ = α∗
∞. The quantities involvedin the above are inluded at the end of this setion.32



2.4 RANS Turbulene ModelsThe α fator in the oe�ient of the prodution term of the ω-equationinvolves α∗ and is taken as
α =

α∞

α∗

(
α0 + Ret/Rω

1 + Ret/Rω

)in whih the various parameters are listed with numerial values at the endof this setion. Again, for high Reynolds number �ows, α = α∞.The two funtions fβ∗
and fβ in the k − ω equations are given by

fβ∗
=

{
1 χk ≤ 0
1+680χ2

k

1+400χ2
k

χk > 0
, fβ =

1 + 70χω

1 + 80χωin whih
χk =

1

ω3
(∂kk)(∂kω), χω =

∣∣∣∣
ΩijΩjkSki

(β∗
∞ω)3

∣∣∣∣where Ωij and Sij are as de�ned earlier in this paper, and the other quantitiesare given below.The model parameters are in this study taken to be
α∗

0 = βi/3, α0 = 1/9, α∗
∞ = 1, α∞ = 0.52

β = βi = 0.072, β∗ = β∗
∞(

4/15+(Ret/Rβ)4

1+(Ret/Rβ)4
), β∗

∞ = 0.09

σk = 0.5, σω = 0.5, Ret =
k

νω
, Rk = 6, Rβ = 8Other k − ω variantsAs for the k−ε model, many modi�ations of the standard k−ω model havebeen attempted. One other variant of the k − ω will be tested in this study,namely the SST version.The SST k − ω model O�ering largely the same bene�ts as the standard

k − ω model, the SST variant ombines the standard k − ω and k − εmodels by using a blending funtion (k−ω is used near walls and k−εfar from walls). The model's dependeny on wall distane makes itless suitable for free shear �ows, but for other �ows it might be moreaurate and quiker than the standard k − ω.A note on the di�erent two-equation modelsMost of the modi�ed k−ε models and both the standard and SST k−ω mod-els perform better than the standard k − ε model for low Reynolds numbersand separated �ows. As mentioned earlier, however, the standard model isstill very muh in use, owing to its qualitative performane, robustness and33



2 THEORYsimpliity. I have not inluded details of all the models in this paper, butthe derivation of them is usually largely similar in reasoning to that of thestandard k − ε model. Details an be found in e.g. Pope (2000), Durbinand Petterson Reif (2003), Fluent 6.3 User's Guide or the individual papersreferred to in Table 3.1 on page 44.Also note that other two-equation models exist, suh as the k−ω2 model,the k − L model or the Expliit Algebrai Reynolds Stress Model. Otherhigher-equation lasses of salar RANS models exist as well, for example thefour-equation v2 − f model. I will not treat suh models in this paper, norwill I employ them in my numerial studies.There is, however, one quite di�erent branh of RANS modeling yet tobe explored. Widely known as seond-moment losure (SMC) modeling ortensor modeling, the model uses the RSTE (2.3.8) to lose the RANS equa-tions. This alternative o�ers onsiderable bene�ts related to e.g. rotationand streamline urvature, and I will go through the basis of the method inthe following.2.4.5 Tensor ModelsThe three tensor models, also known as Seond-Moment Closure (SMC)models, whih will be tested use the RSTE (2.3.8) to �nd the Reynoldsstresses diretly. Eah tensor model adds seven equations to the two RANSequations. These models, being tensor models, provide information abouteah of the nine veloity �utuation orrelations uiuj , something the salarmodels annot do. Thus tensor models also avoid the problem of preditingisotropi turbulene in parallell shear �ow, whih is a problem with salarmodels. Moreover, tensor models avoid the (inorret) intrinsi assumptionof eddy visosity models that uiuj is loally determined by Sij (so alledinstantaneous equilibrium).Due to the extra information available about the anisotropy of the tur-bulene, i.e. the di�erenes between veloity �utuation orrelations, SMCmodels are usually better than salar models at inorporating e�ets ausedby rotation or urvature � a highly relevant feature of �ow in the airways.However, a problem with SMC modeling is that the additional number ofoupled equations make the simulations more suseptible to instabilities inthe numerial methods. Also, simulations will of ourse require more om-putational resoures � aording to Pope (2000), the CPU time for an SMCalulation an often be more than that of a k − ε alulation by a fator oftwo.We an write the RSTE (2.3.8) in a slightly di�erent way. By using thehain rule �reversed� on the pressure redistribution term, one �nds
−1

ρ(uj∂ip + ui∂jp) = −p
ρ(∂jui + ∂iuj) − 1

ρ(∂juip + ∂iujp)34



2.5 Wall TreatmentInserting this into (2.3.8) and doing some minor rearrangements, it is seenthat the RSTE an be written in the form
∂tuiuj + Uk∂kuiuj = − p

ρ(∂jui + ∂iuj) Φij

− 2ν∂kui∂kuj εij

− uiuk∂kUj − ujuk∂kUi Pij

− ∂kuiujuk + ν∇2uiuj − 1
ρ(∂juip + ∂iujp) Dij(2.4.7)In the above, Φij is alled the pressure-strain orrelation term, εij is therate of dissipation of the Reynolds stresses, Pij is the prodution of Reynoldsstresses and Dij is a olletion of all the transport terms, namely turbulenttransport by veloity �utuations, turbulent transport by moleular di�usionand turbulent transport by pressure �utuations.Now, some of the terms in (2.4.7) must be modeled. There are threeommon models for the pressure-strain orrelation, namely a linear pressure-strain model (LPS), a quadrati pressure-strain model (QPS) and a lowReynolds number ω model (Low-Re). The dissipation is modeled throughthe assumption of isotropi dissipation and the use of a modeled transportequation for the salar dissipation rate. Finally, the pressure �utuationtransport and the veloity �utuation transport terms are modeled togetherby a turbulent di�usive transport term, similar to the method in the k − εmodel. The last term in Dij does not need modeling, as it ontains thevariable one is solving for.Further details about the SMC models desribed above an be found ine.g. the Fluent 6.3 User's Guide or the book by Pope (2000).2.5 Wall TreatmentThere are several ways to treat the e�ets of walls on turbulene. It is learthat, as for laminar �ows, there is a no-slip ondition on the walls, preventingany veloity in wall-adjaent ells. However, for turbulent �ows, the veloitypro�le near the wall is hard to predit, as the veloity �utuations is in�u-ened by e�ets suh as visous damping and kinemati bloking. The formerredues tangential �utuations, while the latter redues normal �utuations.For some turbulene models, suh as the k − ω models, the �ow hara-teristis near walls an be found simply by integrating the equations all theway to the wall � as long as the grid is �ne enough to apture the e�etsof the visous layer lose to the wall. Unfortunately, suh integration is notpossible for models suh as the k−ε or SMC models. There are many reasonsfor this, but the most important one is perhaps that the turbulent timesale

τ = k/ε tends to zero at walls. Also, the model onstants will generally not35



2 THEORY

Figure 2.6: A shemati overview of the turbulent regions of wall bounded �ows.(Experimental data is only exempli�ed.)be valid for near-wall alulations (Pope, 2000). Hene, for suh turbulenemodels, the problem needs to be solved in another manner.The most ommon industrial approah is to use standard wall funtions(Durbin and Petterson Reif, 2003; Pope, 2000; White, 2006), whih essen-tially employs a linear veloity pro�le very lose the wall (if the grid is �neenough) � in the so-alled visous sublayer � and a logarithmi pro�le a littlebit farther from the wall � in the log layer. The former relation is given by
U+ ≈ y+whereas the latter relation, known as the law of the wall or the log-law, isgiven by

U+ =
1

κ
ln(y+) + Awhere A and κ are onstants. Note the dimensionless quantities U+ = U/u∗amd y+ = yu∗/ν, in whih u∗ =
√

τw/ρ (where τw is the wall frition,i.e. wall shear stress). These variables are saled to simplify the Navier-Stokes equation for wall-bounded �ows, so that y+ equals one Kolmogorovsale, i.e. the smallest turbulent length sale (below whih all energy isdissipated). The transition between the visous sublayer and the log layerlies around y+ ≈ 30. Figure 2.6 show the di�erent wall regions and therelevant relations for �ows lose to a straight, smooth wall.Unfortunately, the law of the wall holds only for a few very simple �ows,suh as e.g. turbulent fully developed plane hannel �ow. Therefore, a two-layer zonal model will be used in this study. The spei�s an be found in36



2.6 Wall Treatmentthe Fluent 6.3 User's Guide, but the two-layer model will be roughly outlinedhere.In the two-layer zonal model, the �ow domain is divided into the visosity-a�eted region lose to walls and the fully-turbulent region farther from walls.In the latter region, the standard model (e.g. the k−ε or SMC model) is used.In the visous-a�eted region, though, the one-equation model of Wolfstein(1969) is used. In this model, the k-equation and the momentum equationsare the same as in the hosen standard turbulene model, but the turbulentvisosity formulation is di�erent, namely
µT,2layer = ρcµℓµ

√
kwhere ℓµ is a length sale depending on the distane from the nearest wall, yw,and the turbulent wall-distane-based Reynolds number, Rew = yw

√
k

ν . Rewalso determines the point at whih the turbulene model hanges between thestandard model and the one-equation model: For Rew < 200, one assumesnear-wall visosity e�ets, and the one-equation model is used. For Rew >
200, the region is supposed to be fully turbulent, and the standard modelequations are used. The dissipation rate in the visosity-a�eted layer isgiven algebraially, as ε = k3/2/ℓε, in whih ℓε is a length sale omputedsimilarly to ℓµ.The solution from the visosity-a�eted region is blended with the solu-tion from the fully-turbulent region through a blending funtion.In the ase where the grid is not �ne enough to resolve the visous sub-layer � either through integration, as for the k − ω and Spalart-Allmarasmodels, or through the two-layer zonal model given above, as for the k − εand SMC models � enhaned wall funtion will be used. Enhaned wallfuntions di�er from the standard wall funtions mentioned earlier, in thatthey blend a modi�ed version of the linear (laminar) wall veloity pro�lewith a modi�ed version of the logarithmi law of the wall veloity pro�le,using a speial blending funtion. The mesh used in this study, however, is�ne enough to avoid the use of enhaned wall funtions. Thus only the puretwo-layer zonal model outlined above will be used.Note that, for the Spalart-Allmaras model, the modi�ed turbulent vis-osity is set to zero at walls. In this study, as the omputational mesh willbe �ne enough to resolve the laminar sublayer, the wall shear stress will beobtained from the laminar stress-strain relationship, i.e.

uwall
u∗

=
u∗yw

νwhere uwall is the veloity parallell to the wall. 37



2 THEORY2.6 Partile Transport and DepositionIn this study, two di�erent models will be used to investigate partile trans-port. First, a passive salar onentration �eld will be superimposed on thealready known �ow �eld. The development of the mean onentration �eld Cis governed by the transport equation (2.3.10) whih was derived in Setion2.3.2.In Setion 2.3.2, however, an equation for the salar �ux was also derived.To simplify the omputations somewhat, one often models the salar �uxdiretly, and that will be done in my simulations as well. The salar �ux willin this study be modeled in a very simpli�ed manner, i.e. uic = µT
∂C
∂xi

.The main goal of the salar simulation is to ompute how air ontaininga dilute dispersion of partiles will spread down into the respiratory system.Hene, one the �ow �eld of lean air is found from equations (2.3.5) and(2.3.6), equation (2.3.10) will be solved for a mean salar �eld C representingpolluted air. The polluted air is modeled with the exat same properties asair. In other words, the propagation of (polluted) air in (lean) air will besimulated. The approximation of pulluted air being similar to lean air isvalid, sine the few partiles in the polluted air hange the properties of the�uid only insigni�antly. For example, assuming the partiles to be dropletsof liquid with the density of water, the density of polluted air with 1 ppmwater hanges from lean air only by 0.08%.In addition to prediting the onentration �eld of polluted air as de-sribed above, a set amount of disrete partiles will also be injeted at theinlet. Disrete partiles are easier to model when prediiting deposition,and the disrete model also inorporates inertia e�ets ignored by the salartransport model. Therefore I have foused mainly on the disrete approahin this paper. Eah of the disrete partiles will be traked through thedomain, so that the paths of individual partiles may be estimated. Thedisplaement of a given partile follows from integrating the fore balaneon the partile, whih an be written in a Lagrangian referene frame. In the
xp diretion of the referene frame, i.e. tangent to the partile trajetory,the fore balane an be written as

dũp

dt
= FD(ũxp − ũp) +

gxp(ρp − ρ)

ρp
+ Fxp (2.6.1)Here, ũxp and ũp is the �uid and partile veloity, respetively, in the xp di-retion. FD is the drag fore in the xp diretion, ρ and ρp are the densities ofthe �uid and the partile, respetively, and gxp is the gravitational aelera-tion in the xp diretion. Fxp takes into aount pressure-gradient and virtualmass e�ets. In the ase studied within in this paper, thermophoreti fores,brownian fores and lift fores are assumed to have negligible e�ets. Theordinary di�erential equation (2.6.1) is solved by impliit Euler integration38



2.7 Unsteady RANS Modelingor trapezoidal integration, depending on a stability ondition related to howfar the partile is from hydrodynami equilibrium.The drag fore is modeled by the Stokes drag, i.e.
FD =

18µ

Ccρpd2
pin whih dp is the diameter of the partile, and Cc is the Cunningham or-retion omputed from

Cc = 1 + 2λ
dp

(1.257 + 0.4e−(1.1dp/2λ))where λ is the moleular mean free path. For standard pressure onditions,the Cunningham orretion is signi�ant only for submiron sales.The term Fxp inorporates fores indued by so-alled virtual mass andpressure gradients in the �uid, and it is given by
Fxp =

1

2

ρ

ρp

d

dt
(ũxp − ũp) +

(
ρ

ρp

)
ũp,i

∂ũxp

∂xp,iIt should be realized that many simpli�ations are used in the partiletransport model: By onsidering the partiles individually and assumingonstant size, e�ets suh as evaporation, agglomeration and partile olli-sions are negleted. Suh expansions of the model ould be made in laterwork, but in the ase of rapid breathing and low-density partile systems,the simpli�ations applied in this study provides a good starting point.2.7 Unsteady RANS ModelingUnsteady RANS modeling an be used when the statistis of a �ow vary intime. The governing equations are as given in (2.3.5) and (2.3.6), in whiha nonzero time-derivative term in (2.3.5), i.e. ∂tUi, signi�es an unsteady �or transient � mean �ow �eld.The turbulene models already disussed an be applied to the unsteadyRANS model as well. The numeris of unsteady RANS modeling resemblesthat of steady state RANS modeling, only with an additional numerialsheme for the time advanement � usually a �nite di�erene sheme, suhas the bakward Euler sheme or the seond-order disretization sheme.It is worth mentioning that even for �ows assumed to be steady-state,unsteady RANS might provide useful. Some turbulent �ows, suh as �owsthrough domains with many obstales, might never stabilize to one �owpattern. This means that the mean �ow itself will osillate bak and forthbetween two or more states, whih might a�et quantities suh as mean wallshear stress per time. Moreover, for unsteady �ows suh as this, it is unlikelythat a onverged solution an ever be found, sine there is no steady stateto onverge to. 39



2 THEORYI will fous on steady state RANS simulations in this paper, but oneunsteady simulation has been done. It is outlined in Setion 3.2.4, and theresults are ommented on in Setion 4.2.
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3Numerial Method
3.1 Computational Fluid Dynamis (CFD)3.1.1 The Finite Volume MethodThe Finite Volume Method (FVM) is by far the most ommon numerialmethod in Computational Fluid Dynamis (CFD). The approah is quitesimilar to the Finite Di�erene Method (FDM), whereas it di�ers quite a bitfrom the Finite Element Method (FEM) ommonly used in solid mehanis.In the FVM, the physial domain is divided into several smaller omputa-tional ells - or data ells - arranged in what is referred to as a omputationalmesh or grid. These ells an be thought of as ontrol volumes over whihonservation equations are solved to obtain a solution. The variable or quan-tity one solves for is stored in a data point loated in the enter of the ell.The ells are assumed to be very small ompared to gradients of veloity,pressure and other salars, so that the entire ell an be assumed to be of onevalue when doing omputations. However, note that even though a variableis assumed onstant through an entire ell, gradients and values between ellenters an be obtained through interpolation when required!When solving the onservation equations for mass, momentum and othersalars for a omplex geometry, one essentially tries to satisfy the onserva-tion equations for eah ontrol volume. The proedure an be outlined asfollows:1. The geometry is divided into smaller omputational ells by a pro-ess alled meshing (this must be done manually prior to the atualnumerial solution).2. The governing onservation equations are integrated over eah on-trol volume (i.e. eah omputational ell), thereby onstruting dis-retized algebrai equations for the disrete dependent variables (ve-loities, pressure, temperature, salars). 41



3 NUMERICAL METHOD3. The disretized equations are linearized, and the resulting linear sys-tem is solved to yield updated values of the dependent variables. Thelinearization is aeptable, sine the ells are small.In this study, Fluent (see Setion 3.1.3) solves the linear system of equa-tions through a Gauss-Seidel linear equation solver, in onjuntion with analgebrai multigrid method. Fluent is also used with the pressure-basedsegregated solver. In this approah, one �rst solves the oupled equations(momentum and mass) in a deoupled manner and then uses a pressure or-retion equation (obtained from the omputed mass �ux and veloity �eld)to �nd the pressure �eld. While this method is slower than a true oupledsolver, it uses muh less memory. To obtain values at ell faes (requirede.g. for salar �ux omputations) an upwind seond-order sheme is used(exept when it omes to pressure values, whih are interpolated in a some-what di�erent way, using momentum equation oe�ients). Gradients areomputed by linearly interpolating the values at two neighboring ell enters,i.e. through an arithmeti average.As an example of the solution proedure outlined above, onsider thegeneral mass onservation equation. On integral form, it reads
∮

ρv · dA = 0in whih A is the area (with diretion of the area normal vetor) of a givenontrol volume's boundary. For a spei� ell, the above equation an beintegrated over an entire omputational ell, giving the disrete equation
Nfaes∑

f

JfAf = 0where Jf is the mass �ux through fae f , i.e. ρvn (in whih vn is the veloitynormal to fae f). Jf is omputed somewhat di�erently from other ellfae values, to avoid an unphysial phenomenon alled hekerboarding ofthe pressure (in whih the pressure variations are step-shaped instead ofsmooth). Namely, Jf is found from a momentum-weighted average, usingweighting based on a oe�ient from the linearized disretized momentumequation.When solving a problem with the FVM, the solution is obtained itera-tively. Therefore, the system of equations must be solved several times, usingthe most reent old solution as a basis for a new one. A solution proeduremight require several thousands of iterations, depending on the auray re-quirements. Also, before beginning the solution proedure, i.e. before doingthe �rst iteration, the solution must be initialized. This basially means thatone must provide the solver with some inital guess of the solution, on whihthe algorithm an base its onseutive omputations. Often the solution is42



3.1 Computational Fluid Dynamis (CFD)initialized at zero, but ideally the initialization should be based on an edu-ated guess as lose as possible to what the real solution should look like �this results in a more e�ient solution of the problem.3.1.2 ConvergeneSine the atual orret solution to a CFD problem seldom is known, it isnot possible to aurately predit the numerial error in the omputations.However, several measures exist to determine the estimated error. One of themore ommon ones is that of residuals. Brie�y, the residual says somethingabout the imbalane between two values whih should be equal � a smallerdi�erene imply that the solution is nearing onvergene. However, one annot know for ertain if the solution has onverged to the orret result �physial interpretation is needed to establish this. If the residuals betweenonseutive iterations approahes a �nite value, the solution is said to beonverged.If omputers had in�nite preision, the residuals should have approahedzero when nearing onvergene. As omputers have �nite preision, though,a stabilization of residuals at a small enough value implies onvergene. Aslong as the residuals generally derease for eah iteration, one is usuallyapproahing a stable solution � but not always! If the residuals onstantlyinrease or �utuate, a solution annot be found with the hosen numerialand/or mathematial model, and the solution is referred to as diverging.In Fluent, the ontinuity residual is found by summing the exess massreation over all ells. The momentum onservation residual is found bysumming the imbalanes in the linearized disretized momentum onser-vation equation over all ells. Other salar quantities have their residualsomputed similarly to momentum.The residuals should be seen in omparison with some relevant value.Therefore, saled residuals are usually used. In Fluent, the saled residualsfor ontinuity give the residual for a given iteration ompared to the largestresidual out of the �rst �ve iterations of the solution proedure. The saledresiduals for momentum (and salar) onservation ompares the residual fora given iteration to a fator representative of the �ow rate of the salar (or,in the ase of momentum, veloity omponent) through the domain. Moredetails an be found in the Fluent 6.3 User's Guide.3.1.3 Fluent 6.3In this study, the ommerial solver Fluent 6.3 is used to ompute �ow �eldsand partile trajetories. Fluent 6.3 utilizes the Finite Volume Method andis a software tool ommonly used in the CFD industry. Other similar CFDsoftware pakages inlude e.g. CFX or STAR-CD. More details about the43



3 NUMERICAL METHODTable 3.1: RANS losures to be tested (Fluent 6.3 User's Guide)Case Model ClassI Spalart-Allmaras (Spalart and Allmaras, 1992) Salar, 1-eqn.II Standard k − ε (Launder and Spalding, 1972) Salar, 2-eqn.III RNG k − ε (Yakhot and Orszag, 1986) Salar, 2-eqn.IV Realizable k − ε (Shih et al., 1995) Salar, 2-eqn.V Standard k − ω (Wilox, 1998) Salar, 2-eqn.VI SST k − ω (Menter, 1994) Salar, 2-eqn.VII Reynolds Stress Model (Gibson and Launder,1978; Launder, 1989a,b) (LPS) Tensor, 7-eqn.VIII Reynolds Stress Model (Gibson and Launder,1978; Launder, 1989a,b) (QPS) Tensor, 7-eqn.IX Reynolds Stress Model (Gibson and Launder,1978; Launder, 1989a,b) (Low-Re ω) Tensor, 7-eqn.spei� solver options of Fluent used in this study an be found in Setion3.2.3.3.1.4 Closure ModelsThe RANS losure models onsidered in this paper are listed in Table 3.1.Details an be found in previous setions of this paper.As the ommerial CFD software ANSYS Fluent 6.3 have been used toperform the simulations in this study, Fluent's implementation of the modelsin Table 3.1 have been used. The theory behind the models is desribed byPope (2000), Durbin and Petterson Reif (2003), and in the Fluent 6.3 User'sGuide, among others. Some details, and an example of a model derivation,an also be found in Setion 2.4 of this paper. Spei� values of the modelonstants used in the present study an be found in the Fluent 6.3 User'sGuide.Exept for the modi�ations listed in Table 3.2, all models have beenemployed with Fluent's standard options. All of the speial options indiatedin Table 3.2 are seleted mainly due to two reasons: The laminarizationthat takes plae in the lower airways is aounted for by the TransitionalFlows option (by introduing a damping of the turbulent visosity in themodel equations � see Setion 2.4.4), and the need for aurate near-wallmodeling leads to the use of Enhaned Wall Treatment (see Setion 2.5).The Pressure Gradient E�ets option only modi�es one term of the enhanednear-wall funtion of the EWT model, so that pressure gradient e�ets areinorporated in the enhaned wall funtions. Due to the high resolutionof my mesh, though, enhaned wall funtions will likely not a�et the �nal44



3.2 Pre-ProessingTable 3.2: Alterations of Fluent's standard model optionsCase OptionII Enhaned Wall Treatment (EWT)with Pressure Gradient E�ets (PGE)III EWT with PGEIV EWT with PGEV Transitional FlowsVI Transitional FlowsVII Linear Pressure-Strain with EWT and PGEVIII Quadrati Pressure-Strain with Non-Equilibrium Wall FuntionsIX Low-Re model with Transitional Flowssolution. PGE was nevertheless enabled, to make sure that pressure gradiente�ets were inluded in possible oarse parts of the mesh.3.2 Pre-Proessing3.2.1 Physial DimensionsThe airways geometry is ontained in a ube of approximate dimensions (inm) (∆x,∆y,∆z) = (8.7, 14, 18), where ∆z represents the height, i.e. theaxial diretion of the trahea. The inlet diameter is about 2.3 m, and eah ofthe eight outlets has a diameter of about 0.88 m. The length of the straightpart of the trahea (from the epiglottis down to the �rst bifuration) is about16 m.3.2.2 Mesh GenerationTo employ the Finite Volume Method of Setion 3.1.1, a geometry needs tobe divided into smaller ells. This proess is alled meshing, and the resultingmeshed geometry is referred to as a mesh. Naturally, a given geometry anbe meshed in hundreds of ways, but it turns out � not surprisingly � thatsome meshes are better than others.In fat, for any CFD simulation, the quality of the mesh is vital. As onehas not yet been able to make adequate automati mesh generators, almostall meshing must be done manually. The meshing proedure is ostly; usuallymore than half the projet time for a CFD ase goes to meshing.Often, CFD algorithms will only onverge toward a solution if the meshis of su�ient quality. Moreover, even if a solution an be found, the resultsfrom a CFD simulation annot be relied upon unless the mesh satis�es a45



3 NUMERICAL METHOD

Figure 3.1: The omputational mesh at the inlet.number of requirements. These requirements are highly problem-dependent,and knowledge of �uid mehanis is essential when onsidering the meshsetup. Examples of mesh requirements are the need to have well-shapedells (little skewness), no big volume di�erenes between adjaent ells, andthe need for smaller ells near impermeable surfaes.In order to minimize omputation time, a strutured mesh has been usedin this study. A strutured grid also allows for more ontrol over the numeri-al instabilities (numerial di�usion) whih ours during the omputations.The volume of the geometry shown in Figure 2.4 on page 17 was meshedwith hexahedral ells.Several grids were tested to ensure grid-independent solutions, and themesh �nally used for the simulation results reported here onsisted of about480,000 ells.The maximum permitted ell size overall was spei�ed as 0.2 m in anydiretion, but this was only a limiting fator in the streamwise diretion. Inthe irumferenial diretion, the node ount on the inlet was 118, resultingin ell lengths of about 0.06 m. At eah of the eight outlets, 28 nodes wereplaed, also giving an approximate irumferenial ell length of 0.06 m.An O-grid was implemented in the main �ow diretion to avoid obtuse ellangles (see Figure 3.1). Very obtuse or aute ell angles should be avoidedbeause they redue numerial auray. Also, a dense boundary layer meshwas employed normal to the walls. The �rst layer, i.e. the wall-adjaent ells,had a height (from the wall) of 0.005 m. A growth rate of 1.2 was used forthe following ten ells, resulting in a boundary layer of approximately 0.16m. The ells further from the wall was set to have a maximum size of 0.1 m.The mesh is shown in Figure 3.2 on the next page. A detailed illustration ofthe grid at the inlet (i.e. the mouth) is shown in Figure 3.1.46



3.2 Pre-Proessing
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X YFigure 3.2: The lower and upper parts of the omputational mesh.The above spei�ations were determined partly through test simulationsand partly through onsiderations of the turbulent sales. For all the simula-tions onsidered, Enhaned Wall Treatment (EWT) was used for maximumauray in the alulations lose to walls (see Setion 2.5). In order toget the best results out of EWT, it was required that the wall-adjaent ellenter was within a few Kolmogorov-sales from the wall. More spei�ally,
y+ = yu∗

ν , where u∗ =
√

τw/ρ is the frition veloity and τw is the wall shearstress, should be within y+ . 5 for all wall-adjaent ells. Using the de�ni-tion of y+, analytial alulations on irular pipes and test simulations todetermine wall shear stresses, the disussed mesh requirements were found.Later simulations showed that the y+ requirement was then indeed satis�ed,as is exempli�ed in Figure 3.3 on the next page. Only the representativesimulations I, II, V and VII are shown in this �gure, so that the results areeasier to see. However, the other simulations showed similar results. Thehighest values of y+ were found in the ells adjaent to the glottis wall, where
y+ ≈ 2.3.2.3 Solver OptionsFluent employs the �nite volume method (FVM) to solve the required partialdi�erential equations as algebrai equations. The pressure-based solver wasused with its standard options for all simulations. Fluent's upwind seond-order disretization shemes were used to solve the equations of momentum,as well as the model equations involved in the RANS model. 47



3 NUMERICAL METHOD
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Figure 3.3: Values of y+ at the glottis wall for ases I, II, V and VII.To obtain the desired breathing rate, a uniform inlet veloity of 2.4 m/swas hosen. For the 2.3 m inlet diameter, this orresponds to about Re =
3800, i.e. a turbulent low Reynolds number �ow. However, the Reynoldsnumber at the inlet should not be given too muh weight, sine the geometryhanges a lot downstream, and it is not the oral avity that it the mostimportant region in this study. For eah of the outlets, a pressure-outletboundary ondition was used, with a zero gauge pressure relative to theoperating pressure. In ase of any bak�ow, i.e. reversed �ow, the bak�owdiretion for a given ell was set to be alulated from the �ow diretion inthe neigboring ells.The �uid region was spei�ed as air with Fluent's standard parametersof ρ = 1.225 and µ = 1.7894 · 10−5. Gravitational aeleration was set to
gi = (0, 0,−9.81) m/s2 and the operating pressure and temperature were setto 101.325 kPa and 300 K, respetively.The passive salar transport was modeled with Fluent's Speies Trans-port Model, with two speies, (lean) air and (polluted) air, as disussedearlier. An initial polluted air mass fration of 1, i.e. 100%, was spei�ed atthe inlet at time t = 0 and the propagation of the polluted air was preditedthrough time. A time step size of 0.002 s was used. Note that while theonentration was studied in time, the �ow was steady.For the disrete partile transport, Fluent's Disrete Phase Model wasused, without oupling between the ontinuous and the disrete phase. Flu-ent's model is based on equation (2.6.1). The modeled speies was spei�edas inert droplets of water with an estimated Cunningham fator of Cc = 1.Separate simulations were performed for partiles with diameters of 1, 1048



3.2 Pre-Proessingand 20 µm. The partiles were released from four di�erent uniformly spaedgrid planes at the inlet. For eah of the planes, two (in one ase three) re-leases were simulated, adding up to a total of nine partile releases per typeof partile.Turbulent �utuations in the partile transport were aounted for byusing Fluent's Disrete Random Walk (DRW) model, in whih the eddy sizesa�eting the partile traks were alulated from the �ow simulation results.The DRWmodel was used with standard options, exept for enabling randomeddy lifetime. The omputational spatial step for the partile alulationswas set to 0.05 m. To aount for the presene of muus on the trahea andbronhus walls, partile entrapment at the walls was enabled.Only the realizable k − ε turbulene model (ase IV) was used to simu-late partile transport, as it gave the best overall results for the single �owsimulations (as ompared to the LES data).3.2.4 Unsteady RANSIn the unsteady RANS simulations, it is assumed that one full breathingyle (in and out) lasts for π seonds, implying a breathing rate of about19 yles per minute. The maximum veloity for a given yle is assumedto be 2.4 m/s (as for the steady state simulations), and the inlet veloityis assumed to be spatially uniform. That way, the transient simulation willresemble the steady state simulation as muh as possible. More spei�ally,the inlet veloity for the transient ase is given as
Uinlet = Umax sin(2t)in whih Umax = 2.4 m/s and t is time. The implementation of this veloitypro�le was written in C++ ode and used in Fluent as a so-alled User-De�ned Funtion. The C++ ode an be found in Appendix A.For the unsteady simulation, the realizable k − ε model was used, as itwas the most promising model for the steady state ase (see Setion 4.1.1).An impliit sheme, whih is unonditionally stable, was used with a timestep of ∆t = 6.2832 · 10−3. Thus, the 500 time steps that were simulatedorrespond to one breathing yle.Also, for the transient ase, a (passive) salar onentration �eld wassimulated. Initially, the inlet was assumed to have a 100% onentration ofpolluted air while the rest of the geometry ontained only lean air. Then,the propagation of the polluted air was studied in time. This ase di�ersfrom the steady state salar �eld simulation in that also the �ow �eld nowvaries in time.
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4Results
4.1 Steady State Solutions4.1.1 Air�owFlow simulations for all the RANS models listed in Table 3.1 were per-formed. Exept for ase IX, all simulations produed reasonable physialresults. The reason for the de�ieny of ase IX is not presently known. TheSpalart-Allmaras method of ase I is inferior to the others, due to its lak ofinformation about turbulent sales (thus preventing the use of e.g. the DRWmodel), but it produed the same �ow preditions as the other methods.Qualitative onsiderations indiated that the results of ase IV showedthe losest likeness to the LES data of Radhakrishan and Kassinos (2008).Case IV also agreed well with the tensor models of ase VII and VIII. Onlyase IV was therefore used in the modeling of the speies transport, and heneonly this ase is onsidered in the following. Most of the other simulationsgave similar results to ase IV, only slightly di�ering from the one disussedhere.It is interesting to note, when onsidering the strengths and weaknesses ofthe various RANS models (disussed in Setion 2.4), that Case IV is indeedalso in theory one of the best hoies for the airways problem. The realizable
k − ε model is supposed to aount quite well for e�ets of separation andreirulation as well as urvature. All of these features are likely to bepresent in the airways �ow. However, using any k − ε model might result inexaggerated predited turbulene, as these models do not have any dampingterm to lessen the turbulent visosity to suit transitional �ows. In thatrespet, the k−ω models might be more appropriate � suh models are alsosupposed to work well with wall-bounded �ows. However, in the simulationsonsidered here, the k − ω models showed higher onvergene residuals andless likeness to the LES data than many of the other models. The SMCmodels should in theory ope very well with both walls and urvature, but51
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Figure 4.1: The veloity pro�le for the axial (z) veloity at the line z = x = 0 in the middle ofthe trahea.

(a) (b) ()Figure 4.2: Contour plots of axial (z) veloity and vetor plot of reirulation region.suh models might also overpredit turbulene, due to details in the modelinvolving a turbulent visosity formulation. Besides, SMC models are slowerand harder to onverge.Note that any quantitative omparison between various models has lim-ited or no use in this study, sine it is the overall predited behaviour ofthe �ow whih must be onsidered. Single values suh as averages, integralsor �uxes annot be seen isolated from the total �ow �eld. Thus, looking atqualitative results like veloity �elds or pressure distributions is a reasonableway to ompare the di�erent models.Figure 4.1 shows the axial veloity pro�le for a line going through theenter of a ross-setion of the straight part of the trahea (between ut Cand D from Figure 2.4 on page 17). As seen, the pro�le has the semiparaboli52



4.1 Steady State Solutionsshape typial for turbulent �ows.The traheal jet below the glottis illustrated through the axial velo-ity in Figure 4.2(a) and 4.2(b) on the faing page is not unexpeted andalso agrees qualitatively with the LES results of Radhakrishan and Kassinos(2008), and others (Ball et al., 2008; Lin et al., 2007). The jet is reatedby the ontration at the glottis. A similar jet is seen below the epiglottis.The stagnation point at the bifuration is worth pointing out as well. Fur-thermore, it an be observed that the �ow diretion is upwards at the wallsbelow the epiglottis (ut B), hinting at separation and possibly a reirula-tion region below the epiglottis. Indeed, Figure 4.2() on the preeding pageshows how the �ow separates and irulates near the wall in this region. Notealso, in Figure 4.3() on the following page, the seondary �ows present dueto the glottis (ut C). Suh �ows have been reported earlier by numerousresearhers (Ball et al., 2008; Brouns et al., 2007; Kleinstreuer et al., 2008b).Moreover, the magnitude of this swirl, relative to the axial �ow veloity,was found to be somewhat higher immediately below the glottis. Seondary�ows have also been reported in the main bronhi, below the �rst bifuration(Kleinstreuer et al., 2008a,b). Figure 4.4 on page 55 shows that these e�etswere predited by the RANS model in this study as well.Pressure ontours at uts A, B, C and D are displayed in Figure 4.5 onpage 56, ompared to those of Radhakrishan and Kassinos (2008) in the sameut planes. The pressure values from the RANS simulation are normalizedto the LES data of Radhakrishan and Kassinos, in order to provide an easieromparison. Lak of aess to the atual data �les of Radhakrishan andKassinos prevented normalizing both pressure �elds to e.g. a range of [0, 1].The normalization applied to the RANS data in Figure 4.5 on page 56 isgiven by
Pnormalized =

P − Pmin
Pmax − Pmin (pmax-LES − pmin-LES) + pmin-LESin whih Pnormalized is the pressure from the RANS simulation normalizedto the LES data, P is the atual RANS predited pressure �eld, Pmax and

Pmin are the maximum and minimum RANS pressures, respetively, for thepressure range shown in Figure 4.5 on page 56, and pmax-LES and pmin-LESare the maximum and minimum LES pressures, respetively, for the pressurerange shown in Figure 4.5 on page 56. The values of these parameters areshown in Table 4.1.It is lear that the ontours and pressure gradients from the RANS sim-ulations losely resemble those of the LES runs. However, the pressure levelfound in the present study are systematially lower than those of Radhakr-ishan and Kassinos (2008), perhaps due to di�ering simulation operatingpressures between the two ases. This is, however, seondary sine it is onlythe pressure gradient that is dynamially important. 53



4 RESULTS

(a) Cut A. (b) Cut B.

() Cut C. (d) Cut D.Figure 4.3: Vetor plots of veloities in the plane overlaid on ontour plots of veloityperpendiular to the plane, f. Figure 2.4 on page 17. Maximum veloity magnitude in the planerelative to the maximum veloity magnitude in the main �ow diretion is 20.1% (ut A), 44.2%(ut B), 4.25% (ut C) and 16.4% (ut D).
Table 4.1: A omparison of predited pressure values (Pa)LES data (Radhakrishan andKassinos, 2008) RANS dataMaximum pressure pmax-LES = 157 Pmax = 119Minimum pressure pmin-LES = 60.5 Pmin = 57Pressure range ∆pLES = 96.5 ∆P = 62
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4.1 Steady State Solutions

Figure 4.4: Vetors in a ut plane just below the �rst bifuration. This ross-setional utillustrates the presene of seondary �ows aused by the bifurating �ow. The vetors showveloities in the plane (m/s) and are saled by a fator 10.
The pressure ontours agree well with the veloity pro�les disussed ear-lier. The pressure drops throughout the trahea and the pressure ontours atut D learly indiate the oming of a bifuration at whih the �ow will splitalmost equally between the bronhi. Note also how the pressure ontours atuts B and C are in agreement with the axial jets disussed earlier.Finally, Figure 4.6(a) on page 58 shows the distribution of turbulenekineti energy k. As reported by Radhakrishan and Kassinos (2008), it isseen that areas of signi�ant turbulene are found below the glottis andepiglottis. The region below the epiglottis oinides with the reirulationregion disussed earlier. In order to visualize the veloity �utuation am-plitudes ompared to the mean veloity, Figure 4.6(b) on page 58 showsontours of turbulene kineti energy per mean kineti energy, i.e. k/K,where K = 1

2UiUi. As seen, the veloity magnitude varies with less than10% of its mean value almost everywhere below the glottis. However, inthe upper regions, and partiularly in the reirulation regions, the �utu-ations are of the same order of magnitude as the veloity magnitude itself,or higher. At the ore of the reirulation region below the epiglottis, theenergy of the veloity �uutations are orders of ten times higher than theenergy of the mean veloity. This is beause at the enter of the reirulationregion, |U | → 0. Although |U | → 0, the turbulene prevails in this regionsine ∂Ui

∂xi
6= 0 in addition to di�usion/transport e�ets. It is beoynd doubtthat suh regions make partile deposition hard to predit, and that tur-bulene e�ets should de�nitely be aounted for when modeling �ow andpartile transport in the upper airways. 55



4 RESULTS

(a) Cut A: RANS Case IV data. (b) Cut A: LES data.

() Cut B: RANS Case IV data. (d) Cut B: LES data.

(e) Cut C: RANS Case IV data. (f) Cut C: LES data.Figure 4.5: Contour plots of stati pressure variations, f. Figure 2.4 on page 17 (ontinues onfollowing page).56



4.1 Steady State Solutions

(g) Cut D: RANS Case IV data. (h) Cut D: LES data.Figure 4.5: Contour plots of stati pressure variations, f. Figure 2.4 on page 17 (ontinuedfrom last page).4.1.2 Partile Transport and DepositionFor the transport of the passive salar, it was found that at t = 0.188 s, theentire geometry ontained polluted air (more than 99,7%). An animation ofthe propagation was also reated, in whih the spreading rate and patternan be observed in time. Not surprisingly, the polluted air propagates mostrapidly in the enter of the trahea, where the onvetion veloity is highest.Figure 4.7 on the following page shows a snapshot of the pollution spread attime t = 0.04 s.When it omes to the partile deposition, statistis gathered from theLagrangian (disrete phase) simulations are summarized in Table 4.2. It isseen that as partile sizes inrease, the deposition inreases dramatially.For 20 µm partiles, all partiles are aptured at the walls, whereas for 1
µm partiles, only half of the partiles are trapped. The entrapment datafor 10 and 20 µm partiles agrees well with other omputer simulations andexperiments (Jin et al., 2007; Kleinstreuer et al., 2008a), but aording tothe same researhers, partile entrapment for 1 µm partiles should be muhlower than what is found in this study. Possible reasons for this inlude exag-gerated entrapment onditions at the walls, wrongly estimated Cunninghamfator, or negligene of possibly non-negligible e�ets suh as Brownian mo-tion. The most likely reason, however, is an overpredition of turbuleneintensities. RANS models are ill-suited for regions of laminarization, andtherefore the present RANS simulation may have exaggerated the e�et ofturbulent �utuations on the partiles, partiularly in the areas below theglottis. This e�et will be more dominant for smaller partiles, whih arryless momentum and therefore are more suseptible to variations in the �ow�eld. 57
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(a) Turbulene kineti energy k. (b) Turbulene kineti energy per mean ki-neti energy k/K.Figure 4.6: Contours illustrating turbulene kineti energy.

Figure 4.7: The propagation of polluted air at t = 0.04 s.58



4.1 Steady State SolutionsTable 4.2: Partile deposition summaryPartile Size Number of partiles Deposition Rate1 µm 4736 54.8%10 µm 4736 97.5%20 µm 4736 100.0%In addition to the partile releases disussed above, a numerial simula-tion for 1 µm partiles was done, in whih turbulent �utuations were nottaken into aount when omputing partile traks (i.e. the DRW model wasdisabled). It is interesting to note that in this simulation, the deposition ef-�ieny was only 4.46%. Without further analysis of these data, in the leastthis indiates the importane of turbulene intensities on partile deposition.
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4RESULTS

(a) 1 µm. (b) 10 µm. () 20 µm.Figure 4.8: Deposition patterns for the three partile sizes simulated.
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4.1 Steady State SolutionsFigure 4.8 on the preeding page shows the deposition patterns for thethree di�erent partile sizes. First of all, it is lear that the depositioninreases for inreasing partile size, as is also shown in Table 4.2 on page 59.Seondly, it is of interest to observe the hanging deposition patterns forthe varying partile sizes. Already in the oral avity, a muh larger amount ofthe heavier partiles are deposited at the posterior wall. The larger partileshave more inertia, and are therefore less inlined to follow the air�ow aroundthe sharp bend down to the trahea.Another observation is that the deposition around the epiglottis (ut B)is more apparent for bigger partiles. This might be the e�et of urvaturedisussed above, as the deposition e�ieny is partilularly high at the pos-terior wall, but it might also be due to the sudden narrowing of the airwayat the epiglottis. The larger partiles have too muh momentum to followthe rapidly ontrating �ow, and so they hit the wall.The glottis (ut C) also athes interest. For the 1 µm partiles, twodeposition �rings� an be observed by the glottis. Note that the upper ringis more dense for the heavier partiles, whereas the lower ring atually dis-appears for suh partiles. This indiates two main things: Firstly, as for theepiglottis, heavier partiles are more likely to be deposited at the upper partof the glottis, due to their inherent resistane to rapid air�ow hange. Andseondly, one the air�ow expands again, the inertia of the heavier partileskeeps them away from the wall, whereas the light partiles follow the �owmore losely and are deposited. In addition to inertia e�ets, gravity alsoats to ause the observed e�ets at the glottis, but the e�et of gravity isminimal ompared to onvetion at the glottis.The last point of interest onerns the bifurations. As is learly seen inFigure 4.8 on the preeding page, deposition at the bifurations is negligiblefor the 1 µm partiles, whereas there is a substantial amount of depositionof the larger partiles in this area. Again, this is aused by the inertia of theheavier partiles. However, in the lower airways, from the end of the traheaand below, gravity also plays a more important role. Thus the depositione�ieny of the heavier partiles inreases both due to gravity and inertia.This e�et is seen in all the bifuration levels, and for the lower generations,gravity is the dominant e�et. This an be seen partiularly well e.g. in thelowest bifurations of the 20 µm partile simulation, in whih deposition isonly on one side of a bifuration, i.e. on the lower side.When omparing these results to those of Radhakrishan and Kassinos(2008), whih only inlude deposition in the lower airways, there are twomain di�erenes. Firstly, the LES simulation of Radhakrishan and Kassinospredits less deposition on the straight parts of the trahea and bronhiwalls. This might indiate that there is a di�erene in the predition ofturbulene kineti energy between the LES and the RANS model. The latteris muh more likely to overpredit the intensity, whih provides a plausibleexplanation of the observed di�erene in partile deposition. 61



4 RESULTSThe seond di�erene regards the deposition in the bifurations. Rad-hakrishan and Kassinos (2008) show a onsiderable deposition even for the1 µm partiles, whereas the results from the present study predits no suhdeposition, similar to the study of e.g. Jin et al. (2007). Due to the stag-nation point at the bifuration (see Figure 4.2 on page 52), it would seemreasonable for the light partiles, whih follow the �ow, not to beome easilyentrapped at the bifuration. It is possible that the LES grid of Radhakris-han is too oarse in this region, whih would ease the entrapment of partiles.This ould explain the observed di�erene. Another explanation is simplythat the LES simulations injeted more partiles, thus making the deposi-tion more apparent in all parts of the geometry. Finally, the reason may berelated to the swirling jet in the trahea, disussed in Setion 4.1.1. This jethas been ompletely dissolved at the bifuration in the RANS simulations.In the LES simulations, on the other hand, the swirling jet is present all theway down to the epiglottis (Radhakrishan and Kassinos, 2009). Suh a jetmight inrease partile deposition at the bifuration.The data shown in Figure 4.8 on page 60 was obtained through a ratherlaborious manner. The Disrete Phase Model was used in Fluent, and foreah time step, every partile's position was written to a �le. Several �leshad to be reated to avoid exessive �le sizes. The partile �les were thenmodi�ed manually a little bit, to suit the format required for MATLAB.Then, the �les were read into MATLAB, at whih point a small algorithmpiked out all oordinates at whih any partile ended its trajetory. These�end point oordinates� were then exported to a new �le, whih was readinto the graphial plotting program Teplot. Finally, in Teplot the three-dimensional geometry of the airways was oupled with the end point oordi-nate �le to reate the �gures shown here. The MATLAB sript is inludedin Appendix A.4.2 Transient Solutions4.2.1 Air�owNot muh time has been spent on the transient simulations. It has beenestablished that unsteady RANS is easy to implement in the ommerialsolver Fluent. It is, however, harder to �nd a onverged solution than forthe steady state simulations.Figure 4.9 on the faing page shows two snapshots of the time-developingveloity �eld. The �rst time is during inhalation and the seond time isduring exhalation. For the inspirational ase (t = 0.30 s), it is seen thatthe veloity �eld is beginning to approah the �eld predited in the steadystate simulations. For the expirational ase (t = 1.71 s), the �ow is learlyreversed. Thus, a jet develops above the glottis and epiglottis instead ofbelow, and some swirls are produed in the oral avity.62



4.2 Transient Solutions

(a) t = 0.30 s. (b) t = 1.71 s.Figure 4.9: The unsteady mean veloity magnitudes.It is lear that more studies of transient breathing yles should be on-duted; even though the veloities are generally lower than for the steadystate ase, the hange in �ow diretion may produe other � and perhapseven more pronouned � turbulene e�ets than the steady state �ow.4.2.2 Salar TransportOnly salar transport has been onsidered for the transient air�ow. It is likelythat only the inspirational part of the breathing yle provides reliable data,sine the boundary onditions may be wrong for the expirational breathing,during whih the original outlets of the bronhi beome inlets.Salar transport in transient air�ow was di�ult to simulate, mainlydue to problems with obtaining a onverged solutions. The solver in Fluentdid partiularly struggle when the inhalation turned to exhalation, i.e. athalfway through a breathing yle. This is probably onneted to �divisionby zero�-like problems in the numerial solver.In any ase, Figure 4.10 on the next page shows the distribution of pol-luted air in the lungs at time t = 0.30 s. Note that the distribution issomewhat similar to that of the steady state ase (Setion 4.1.2), but thatthe time spent to reah suh a distribution is muh longer. This is not unex-peted, sine the steady state ase was omputed for the maximum veloity,a veloity whih is not reahed until about t = 1.57 s in the transient ase.63



4 RESULTS

(a) 3D illustration. (b) 2D illustration.Figure 4.10: The propagation of polluted air at t = 0.30 s.Nevertheless, it is seen that the polluted air quite rapidly spreads intothe bronhi. At t = 0.50 s, more than 99% of the geometry was �lled withpolluted air. The simulation also suggests that the polluted air is quitequikly pushed out of the lungs again during exhalation � but as mentioned,the results of the simulated exhalation might not be entirely orret. Note,�nally, that the propagation of the polluted air in a given ut plane is moreeven in the transient ase than in the steady state ase. In the latter, thedistribution of onentration in a ut plane is muh more paraboloidi.Sine the propagation of a passive salar is slower in yli breathing thanfor the steady state ase, partile deposition is likely to be lower in realitythan predited by the steady state ase.
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5ConlusionsMy work with this thesis has given me valuable insight into turbulene mod-eling, espeially related to Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) mod-els. It is lear that although RANS models may be replaed by Large EddySimulations (LES) or Diret Numerial Simulations (DNS) omputations inmany ases � espeially as omputer apabilities expand � RANS modelsprovide a quiker way of prediting turbulent �ows. In this study, it hasbeen seen that RANS an apture most aspets of the mean �ow, even for�ows in ompliated geometries. Thus RANS models are useful for industrialpurposes and in ases where the geometries are too omplex (or large) forLES or DNS to onverge in reasonable time. An additional drawbak of LESand DNS is that, even with unlimited omputer power, boundary onditionsare harder to speify than for RANS modeling.The literature study onduted in onnetion with this paper has revealedthat CFD applied to biomedial �ows has vast room for improvement. Mostresearh so far uses idealized geometries, limited partile transport modelsand often simpli�ed turbulene models. Besides, aspets related to the nu-merial methods an probably be improved. As omputing power inreasesand more advaned mathematial models emerge, ases suh as that studiedin the present paper an be expanded in numerous ways, as will be disussedshortly.Most of the RANS models investigated in the present study showed on-vining results for the �ow �eld. Case I ontained less information than theother salar models, and ase IX produed unreasonable results. The reasonfor this failure is unknown, but it is suspeted that the near-wall treatmentin the model of ase IX is inadequate for suh low Reynolds number �owonsidered here. Otherwise all the losure models ould have been used topredit partile transport. Case IV was hosen for the partile transportmodels, as this salar model resembled the tensor models and the LES dataof Radhakrishan and Kassinos (2008) marginally more than the other mod-65



5 CONCLUSIONSels. The predited mean �ow �eld was in lose agreement with the LES data(Radhakrishan and Kassinos, 2008) on most aounts. The traheal jet,seondary �ows and stagnation points predited by other researhers werealso present in the RANS model used in this study. A reirulation regionbelow the epiglottis was also predited. The most notable di�erene betweenthe LES and the RANS data was the predition of turbulene kineti energy,partiularly for the low turbulene regions.The partile deposition showed that the deposition rate inreased withinreased partile size. While this is in agreement with other studies, the pre-dited deposition e�ieny for the 1 µm partiles was nevertheless higher inthe present study than reported by others. The deposition patterns showedthat inertia a�ets deposition dramatially. Gravity also has an e�et onheavier partiles in the bronhi. Deposition in the oral avity and bifura-tions inreases partiularly muh with partile size. These results onurwith other studies.Conerning the time-dependent solution, it has been shown that unsteadyRANS modeling is possible, although harder to onverge, in Fluent. Tran-sient simulations probably give more realisti preditions of the air�ow, andturbulene e�ets might di�er from the steady state ase. Propagation of apassive salar is slower in a sinuous breathing yle than for a steady stateinspirational �ow, and therefore partile deposition in the unsteady �ow willprobably be lower than for the steady state ase.It is evident that a lot of future work related to �ow and partile trans-port in the airways should be done. The respiratory system onstitutes aomplex geometry, and numerous improvements on the geometry used in theurrent study ould be introdued. The e�ets of unsteady breathing shouldde�nitely be investigated, as should a broader range of partile sizes anddensities. E�ets of temperature and two-way oupling with the ontinuousphase ought to be studied as well. And �nally, the hallenge of preditinglaminarization using RANS models persists.
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AComputer Code
A.1 C++The transient inlet veloity of the unsteady RANS simulations were imple-mented with the following C++ ode, used in onjuntion with the FluentUser-De�ned Funtion libraries.#inlude "udf . h"#define UMAX 4.8361#define RADIUS 0.01147343433#define YC 0#define ZC 0.1020012#define T 1.57079633DEFINE_PROFILE( vel_prof_t , t , i ) {r e a l pos [ND_ND℄ ;r e a l y ;r e a l z ;fae_t f ;r e a l a ;r e a l t i d = CURRENT_TIME;a = sq r t (UMAX/(RADIUS*RADIUS) ) ;begin_f_loop ( f , t ){ F_CENTROID( pos , f , t ) ;y = pos [ 1 ℄ ;z = pos [ 2 ℄ ;F_PROFILE( f , t , i ) = UMAX* s i n (2* t i d ) ;}end_f_loop ( f , t )} 71



A COMPUTER CODEA.2 MATLABThe following ode piks out end points from partile trajetories and writesthem to a vetor. After exeuting this sript, the three resulting vetors arewritten to an ASCII �le that an be read into the plotting program Teplot.% For N p a r t i  l e t r a  k s g i ven by oord ina t e s px , py , pz and timet , t h i s% f i l e summarizes the t rak s ' endpo in t s in th ree v e  t o r s x , y , z. = 1 ; % CounterT = length ( t ) ;t (T+1) = 0 ; % Adds a l a s t po in t o f zero to t to i n  l ud e l a s tp a r t i  l e t rakfor j = 1 :Ti f t ( j +1) < t ( j ) % A pa r t i  l e t rak ends i f time t i s r e s e t .l i f e (  ) = t ( j ) ; % Par t i  l e l i f e timex (  ) = px( j ) ; % Par t i  l e endpoint ' s x−oordy (  ) = py( j ) ; % Par t i  l e endpoint ' s y−oordz (  ) = pz ( j ) ; % Par t i  l e endpoint ' s z−oord = +1;endendx = transpose ( x ) ;y = transpose ( y ) ;z = transpose ( z ) ;COORD = [ x y z ℄ ;
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